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TERRACE COUNCIl-- REVERSES POS/TK)N 
It's back to the potato business for  builder 
land use contract passed Doug Mumford reversed the deciding vote. had told the district of thing," ,loll, fie told the minds ~lespite a statement 
three readings when. t l~e thezr •stands and joined Jell,fie said that he voted .Terrace he was  b~di~gr a Herald, 10ut he said that he by Marine}' thatbemay eau 
mayor was forced to east his Helnmt Giesbrecht and against he bylaw because ' . potato warehouse so that- he might be'willlng to change aspecialeeuneflmeeflngto 
vote and give the measure David Pease in voting down of statements attributed to could go ahead and his _l~ition after talking resolve the matter. 
two-thirds approval. . the bylaw. Madig owner, Marie Di construct what was, in fact, with the developer. Maroney told the Herald 
But during final rending Jolliffe ,at first tried to Giovanni, n last Thursday's a modular home and But the three other that he might even meet 
last night - normally Herald. accessories plant. " alderman who votod against .with the alderman first to 
considered a formality - In the Herald article, Di "'I don't thi~nk he. (De the bylaw indicated that ~utt~.,, to smooth the .thing 
aldermen Vic J olllffe and Giovanni admitted that he Giovanni) did the right they would not change their 
By ANDREW PETTER 
l lerald staff writer 
Terrace Distrlet Conncll 
ki l led final reading of a 
development bylaw Monday 
night thus preventing Madig 
Const ruct ion  f rom table the matter, but his 
converting so-called motion failed with the 
"potato war:house" on mayor, once again, casting 
Graham Street into a plant ' • . . . . .  - 
for modular homes, I ~ '  , h e i i ~ l  I ~ / g  . . . .  "~ ~ '" 
And if the aldermen who 
voted against' h  measure 
stand by their statements, - ~ l ' ~ ~  
the bylaw may never get the ' 
necessary • two-thirds 
majority it requires - 
despite a promise by Mayor 
Dave Maroney to bring the 
matter up again"in short / • ;erving <itima' th,~Haze 
order." . nc l |  
At a special cou " ! i | 
meeting last week, both the  ~VOLUME 71, NO. 30 Price: 30 ¢ lnh 
development bylaw and 
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PROBLEM WORSENING... ...SA YS EXTENSIVE STUD Y 
Skeena leads in drinking deaths 
. - rewin. 
e compan,, 
" : ' : BASFORD SEEKS MOREPOWER 
• st )p the  N ' •  retap- ...,o,,, ,.o o 
i ,n  l~ . t . .~t  T~r~=rm-  By GERARD McNEIL With changes to the years that the wiretap laws the period for which 
ii " "  ' ' " ' " " '  - - " ' "4""  _~0.~, AWA (CP) -- Justice wiretap law running into, of this country be cha~.  wiretaps 
, , ~' ~ter  Run Ba. sford and stiff opposition in the so tim.tt~ey can deal mbre are pei.mitted, 
• ' • ~olicltor-~enerm ~'rancis uommons Justice" com- e~eeuvely. . ,, Prbgre~ve 
r~. . . . . _  ~ . . . . .  Fox maintained Monday mittee, the questions gave with ergamzed ernne. • Conservat ives ,  New 
U[ J~ I I  I IUU~t~ ' that a CBC documentary on Basford a chance to urge RCMP have said they Democrats and some Lib- 
. . . . . . . . . .  organized crime in Canada support for the proposed have had to hold off use of orals on the committee have 
to~;entenmm t~nristian ~cnool. is holding open. house is an exeellent argument for cl~,nges. . . . wir.etal~..in70ca.s~, he~i...t~ indicated they' will vote 
morrow ouring regular scnool sours, z.'arents an~ omers Dresser police power to use A .great ~tem of the nouneauon provmons m me against some-if not all--of 
interested in seeing classes in session are invited. There ~wetaps. (CBC)program, as far as I .'law mighttlp off organized the proposed In'ivaey-law 
.willbedispla.y.sinthehallan.dopprtun!tiestospe~...kwith .The  documentary ,  Co~dsee, Was taken frem .crimin. als t.hey were being changes as they come 
macners, m me evening, scneet nsam u'uscees will De on snownnbun~y and Monaay testimony nora,nee ny mvestlgate~, before the committee this 
hand to meet with parents. ' nights, raised opposition wiretap evidence in the Under current law, thoee week. r ' 
• , demands for a f~erai royal Quebec crime inquiry," wiretapped must be noWied Stuart Leggatt (NDP-- 
• . . commission into organized Bastord told F lo ra  by police within n0 days. One New Westminster) told 
Recreation torum . . . .  crime in Canada., MacDonald .(PC,-T,K/n_~.s_ton p.ropes~.a.m.endm, entwould Basford and Fox that poHce 
• ~astoru sale such ann me xman~,  t ;~  enaage mm to mree years already have all the power 
TerraceandDistrictOommuhityReereationConunission i qu!riea are' a provincial FOR'C .HANGES.  "... where .an. attomey.~eneral they need to wtretap. 
is holding an open forum tonight at Terrace Arena" Banquet ma~.er. ~t was. up to zt zs xor .r~at specme slgn~ the ajpp~eauon.zo r ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Room at 8 p.m. Everyone is welcome. ~aruament to~e[~ismto in.a reason, cna.~ attorney- court aumorzty m wtremp: Wa.~T t .~Mlumo~ 
wa~ that woum ename generals nave oeen "me amenmnenu woma . . . . . . . . . . .  
,_ , . police to enforce the law. recommending for three increase to 60 from 30 days. ,~orme~pr ime.  m~.m~Z. 
l i i ,~ ,  ~,~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . , .  ,-,.,.,.,,,I- - Ontario attorney-general 
_ . . . . . . .  , . . . . • t~ l l lN / /41 - t J r l t=r f r r r  r 'u ; ;v ;  ' AllanLawrenee, andformer 
me nna= conert for dean bpencer s singing smaen= will .~  • ,  . s s s • .: . . . . . . . . . .  ~=u, n,.,m~wick ..s~" tiee 
, takeplaceatR.E.M.LeeTheatreat8p.m, tomorrow night. .q~IA l~g~l" r~ " ,~rT  r r _w,nn min is ter  Gordon Fair- 
~ .~ vv  ~v, .s  , . , , t . , tu t  ~.,s~,~,~.,t .  m, . v  vw . .  ,~  weather pressed for s 
... . . ,_ .  ,.. _. _, __ __  . ' . ' , .  , . federal royal commission 
L raa nlgm rrlaay . r lnr' lln t ,( mnc:lnl   into organi~,.ed crime. 
i . m.#~.~q, vv~%.Ol  I I J I l~Ol l l  I~,,~ %J l l l l l J q ,  Jl, I I1~.~. ]  -D ie fenbaker  and  
. . . . .  ~ Lawrence argued that : Get ready for Grad. This Friday night Caledoma Semor • 
Secondary School graduation ceremonies take place at OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) -  "No one knows what the Mountain, a Canadian org.a~.ed..crime is.largeJy 
i R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Formoredetailseailtheschoolat635- Selecting an oil port to ac tua l  hand- in -g love  company, was once part of an..mt.et'nauonat matter, coo 
i' 1 6531. handle Alaska crude oil relationship between the the Kitlmat group but pulled .~xncm~: tor..any one prey- 
,, mee to nsnme :i should be a task for an companies is, Anderson out. . 
~ , . .  international commission to said in an intervie~ He said the state ,, . . . . . . .  ! ,, . ,, . An the meantime, It Terrace teams me oTr avoid h.and-mglove plots Anderson said . he evaluation.., council wi~ seems to be preferable to 
• . by oil pzpeline companies, suspected the ~itimat pr.o.uaut.y elmer sayno  or A~e~.nt th~ ndvt~ of ~verv 
i ° Tonight's the ni ht the Terrace Red's and the Terrace Victoria environmentalist group's recent sudden wa~ give a eonatuonm EL.-~:~..-:=.Z..-.':;-..7,=..=, ,~ 
Colts face each other in Bulkely Valley Baseball League David  Anderson said support for the Truss goahead for the Cherry .. i ;  . . . . .  ,! . . . .  a . . . .  a .,.o . . • n 1411~ q~VT~l [ l l l l l~  QillA I~ll&l~ilq~ bll~ 
c~ titles: Colts come off a double win in Moricetown. Monday. . Mountain plan may be part point .i~.rt, with. con.~tio, s -.t'b'iminnl . . . . . . . . . . .  ez~d~ go that law 
Sun~a~, while the Red's are 6-4 for the season and are m .. Anderson,. r.epre.sent.in.g of a desij~_.q to make the too cosuy to De ~.s tme. .  enforcement a=encies can 
' contentton for to omit,on This will be the first of four me ~ritisn t;otumoia Kit,mat proposal more ,~s soon as there is .~..~ . . . . .  ,~ , . . .~ .  ,,,,~ ~ P . . ,,~. ,.~,~ ,=..~,,.,.~.,~ .,.,, 
meetin s between t~e two home teams Game time 7 p m Wildlife Federatmn before attractive ' difficulty here, as soon as , .~,. .  ,, 
at Kerr-Rotary Park . the state Energy Facihty Spokesmen for Trans• • cost agnes  go up, Kltim t 
;. " ' Site Evaluation Council Mountain which is becomes more attractive," Forru-,nther said that 
!~i v,,,'*orao,,,, . m,h.  9a I said there could be a sweet- vroposin~ {oship crudeoil to he said. - desDite'i~ford's ar~ttment. ! l~ow'~" "9""" . . . .  """ -- l .heartad)~:llinbet¢%~nrt/u ~ b,S. Mid-_weststetesvi.a.an LiAbe/:{m~rl.eadn er ~[ l~  ~_a]'or areas of orgald.z.ed 
~sr__ , t .  . . . .  , . . . .  . . . . . .  . a Kinm p'pe e existing canauian pspenne, . . . .  P .  ~Y. . .  crime such as narcotics Toany s premeuons toga t e wt: tHc[ . . . . ' : I and Trans Mountain, the said there is no relationship co .um ma, an oersunsaidn, t ra f f ' i ek ing  and  
] . I com.panywantingto.locatea b tween the two groups, wou| 9 pr.exer me t~;  loanMlar_iu'ug w.ere de~r. ly 
Sunny ann ezear. I ~ilingham,rt at t;ne ry ~'omt, .near PULLED OUT ~.ngmes, wasn. per ~,,-dor federal hn'isdlcuon, 
l ' , , . , .Wash, Anderson said Trans proposed by Nortbem.Tlor, :. " - - ,  
i i n-year-old Seve S 
drunk in school 
~t  By JOANNE AMES 
Herald staff wrKer 
More peopledie from alcohol-related causes in 
the Kitimat-Stildne and neighbouring Bulkley- 
Nechako regional districts than any other regions 
i in the province, a study of local alcohol problems 
has revealed. , 
The report, written by T. be a dance or basketball 
: MyerS of the Univerei~' of game, there are drunk 
• : B.C.'s department ofh#.alth students. 
care and epidemology, says • Children as young as 
• ~:'~ that in the last three ye~. s, seven years old have been 
i l ~ ~ ~ alcohol consumption has found in drunken stupors at 
I ~**" ~' ;q increased 17 per cent in the class. 
I / .~  ~.~./' region. The breakdown by ,~ There is increased chil. d 
[ : towns shows increases of 22 abuse with drunken parenm. 
~.,i ~! : i  per cent in Terrace, 17 per The results are seen, again, 
~ .  ~ .~'i centtnKltimat, and281~" in the, schools: poor 
i ,B~,., i .~ : , {~:~:i~i cent in I.inze!ton.. " . nutritioh, black eyes, lack of 
l i l l l  ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~. A:~umn~r~. of tbe My_e~ ~.~p,  im~, 'and~t~. .  
~'~'~ ~, ; '~ ; ! ,~  " ........ • • ' :~ii~~!i " . $~i|h,  the" " regional the  caseloads of some 
' .... ~ ............ " . . ; . ' " '~:  ~dtr ict 's  health -service professionals and agencies 
',~i. :: planner, The summary are alcohol related. 
' .... : ;i.~.~ . ~:~:: i -notes that the drinking Yet in the north, 
• .:, ,i~,~Ji:~i' " , ~ :~ i i  .. ~oblem has had far ranging ".,.alcohol use is not 
~. ~/ , . .  i.~ ii~i!.!,i!!~! '. .., . .  ...... i~i,/::~i ifffects., regarded as a potential 
"' ~ ~ ~  ~, i~  Most .teenagers have .had ~ problem. It is very 
'~*~ ~ ~  ~?~:~ direct contact with nicene| acceptable to drink, and m 
I~ I~* ,~ by age 16 And youngsters drink large amounts , . ~ ,~:~ .~!  ... . : ~:. * , • I '  ',,. ~'~! : ~ r . . . . . . .  are s~.  to drink at an regularly,' says Smith m 
. . Major Ken Allen operattons offlcer of 407 squadron atthe event was held in the Safeway lmrkinl tot and was attended increasingly younger stage hid summary. . . . Inspect~on Canadian Forces Base In Comox pauses for a" moment by people from many parts of the provlace. (Hetaidphoto of We. .  . , lf we admit h.at mere l.S .a 
during htsinspection f the ~4T squadron on the Terrace Air by Eric Brorup) At almost every, high problem, quesuons wmen 
CadetsSundaytochatwithPW2KrlstineBerg. Theannual SChoOl function, wnemer It arise are: wan ones it 
" ,  , , , ,  • involve? How does it affect 
us? P(.ILSE According to Myers' study, those who are most 
Wi taps  s top  th Maf iaO frequently subject to re  e drinking problems are 
transients, ethnic groups, 
and children who come from 
broken or transient homes 
or those in which alcohol is 
consumed regularly to 
excess by one or both 
~eS~m~t out as suffering 
difficulties with 
alcohol are children and 
teenagers ofstatus and non- 
status Indians in Hazelton. 
In Kifimat, says the study, 
Portuguese males and 
native Indian females eem 
to have more problems than 
others. Those with the most 
problems are children of 
transient parents. 
People look to causes of 
the problem in the 
environment. There are 
plenty of reasons to drink: 
bad weather, long winters, 
shift work, borin~ 
employment, the generm 
lack of"someththg to do" in 
Sweethear  deal b g Drinking brings people 
together.. Wl]en there~.s peli  something ,o celenra~e, ca" between pt ~or a round. But the causes may be 
more concealed. 
" " In  fact," the study 
says," searching for the 
cause of drinkipg in the 
environment may hide the 
point that drinking is 
socially accepted and 
perhaps highly respected in
uS, 8h gg . 
The businessman who can 
keep upto him, drink for 
drink. They're real men. A 
woman wlio can hold her 
ot~-~ at the bar, drinking her 
husband or boyfriend under 
the table. That's real 
strength. 
Myers' report,_ as  
sumarizedby bmith, (letaus 
the following overall 
(Continued on page 3.) 
c a es 
IM~Ore  
Giesbrecht and Pease said 
that their positions were 
"firm." 
And Doug Mumford, who 
said that he voted against 
the bylaw because he 
believes "that I was trying 
to be deceived," stated that 
he would not switch unless 
he can be shown that the 
building had been intended 
for its original ~ .  
With the three aldermen 
so adamantly opposed to the 
measure, there is little hope 
of it achieving two-thirds 
approval, on the seven 
member council, even with 
the mayor's ~pport. 
Di Giovanni sat quietly 
through the council meeting 
but left soon after the vote 
was taken. 
Brian Gragg 
Kitimat 
editor 
. Brian Groggy, 28, l~  
b~!.a~yoin~d"-Kitim~t 
editor o~ the Daily Herald, 
pub l i sher  Gordon  
Hamilton announced 
, I todB an, a Hera ld  reyl  r 
Ifor 16 months, is a -6 
I Ume resident of the Skeena 
[ area. He brings to his new 
I appointnlent considerable 
l experience as a working 
[ journalist. 
I "Our decision to 
I establish a full-time news 
!desk in Kit,mat is a 
, continuation of our 
commitment to provide 
:complete coverage of 
news, sports, and 
community activities on a 
daily basis," Hamilton 
said. 
J "Working closely with| 
I our Kitimat manager, Kim I 
| Kimble, Brian will provide | 
J the on-the-spot coverage] 
I Kitimat deserves." I 
I "We hope that peoplel 
I with news items,|  
l i n fo rmat ion ,  o r l  
I suggestions will give BrianI 
[ a call at 02-5706 or drop[ 
I into the newspaper's officel 
fa t  the Quadra Travell 
| Office in "the City Cantrel 
IMal i "  , l 
Lewis 
resigns 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Stephen Lewis says he 
wants to resign as leader of 
the Ontario New Democrat 
Party but it may not be 
eas.LSy 
The 39-year-old leader an- 
nounced Monday he 
resign as soon as the party 
can hold a convention to 
choose a successor, but his 
words were hardly spoken 
before a Keep Lewis 
movement began, 
Cliff' Pilkey, head of the 
Ontario Federation of 
Labor, said he will try to 
persuade the 39-year-old 
leader to withdraw his 
resignation, or, failing that, 
convince the party to refuse 
to accept he decision, 
T,C, Douglas, former na- 
tional party leader, and 
Andrew Brew,n, member of 
Parliament for Toronto- 
Greenwood agreed that 
Lewis should remain party 
le~der. 
• Aides close to Lewis 
dismissed suggestions that 
he will reverse his decision, 
, { 
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BARRETT WANTS REFERENDUM 
NDP boycotts house debate 
on $'s for separate schools 
McGeer said it will help. - 
• m~mImmmmmm•~mmmmmm••I~•m~m~mm•mm~mmmmm~mmImm•~mmB~•m~mB~mmBB~m~m~aammmm~mm~mmmm~ 
| :  . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  Ubel suits face ministers. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
()TT-AWA (CP) A ublic a'i'esult bfinelusio~ by the couple of ears ago, and IlI! / "= . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  . . . .  MM 
servant mention~d--onP~list defendant Jean-Pierre Robert Rab~ovitch, nowan I 
of so-called members of an ~Yer, .  of .the name of assistant seers tm'y to the 
extraparliamentary oP- ~t~ar~me.~.~ in a list of cabinet on s~!alpoHey. 
It•on (EPO) is suin t6e .~erm puolie servants am ~oyer, seUclmr eneral in . ~i! i '  po~ g m " present and a former neengagedmsubversive !971,soidinthele~e~halmd 
solicitor-general in an at- activities attempting toheq~ 
tempt o clear his name. destroy the existing polltieaz 
Ian Keith Carruthers, a ana social structure of 
received a report from the ~ Ii. 
RCMP security service 
regarding the EPO. ~ . 
lob•term employee of Canada and the publication QUOTES LETTER m~ M 
Central Mortgage and of same in a letter, dated "The report also draws 
Housing Corn (CMHC) June 15, 1971, directed to the attention to the activities of .~ ~' 
launched a r'  suit for prime minister, and other various persons and groups, 
negligence andlibel Monday m.ml.s~rs, or., tee...f~er~ ~meof  the.m employees of _I i 
-~ainst Francis Fox the caome~ wmcn saia ns~ ana me ~eaera~ government, 
~esentminister, and~ean, letter were subsequently who support the EPO M I 
Pierre Coyer, the former published in newspapers concept and who appear to 
minister and throughout Canada." have as their aim the 
His action comes almost _ The letter was read in ~e destruction of the e~dsting _M M 
exactly six years after ~om.mons l e t  Janfla_ry. oy pol/tical and social strue- ~ i '  
Coyer, now supply minister, ~ran~ uuerte ~.~t~---ermee ture in Causes. • ~, 
sent the 21-name list to .t~..r~l'mFeac. , ~.ver), who "TheEPOeonespt, intbe i~ 
subsequently read in the Central Nova) has long does not mean legitimate ~ ~  I S  .I 
Commons. uemanaeo me governmen~ pressuregroup activity but -~l ~ 
Had Carrutbers waited a assure people on the list rather the creation of I! 
few more days the Statuto f they are not being hurt by it. counter or parallel in- Ir  
Limitations would have Several names werelast stitutions within society but _ l  
prevented his action, leak.ed, after that and opposed to it and to the elec. . I  .M 
A writ asking unstated men• tne "roronm Sun torsi process. MM ~ 
damages and an injunction published the entire list. "Through such in- n 
to have his name removed Two of the names that stltuttons, the New Left ,~ 
from the list was filed on came, out earl}, and that seeks to organize and ,| 
Carruthers's behalf in the nave necn menuoned inand radicalize the under~dassea 
Ontario Sunreme Court out of the Commons of society .and mold them '~ 
SEEKS DAMAGES" " fre uently are those of into a revolutionary force I 
It said he seeks damages ~qt~r Rudnieki,,who won a capable of overthrowing the _~ m 
for neuliuenee and libel "as oamuge suit ngmnst CMHC present sociopolitical I I  l ! 
" ° ' TWO l ' IA  wrongful dismissal a system." . |  | 
YS OF F  EDOM . |. | 
Ray back  behind- bars  ; " : 
M 
BRUSHY MOUNTAIN, recaptured--thus keeping biting insects and sawhalls, ~'" Fill in your ad copy below (one word per space) and | 
Tenn. (AP) -  James Earl intact Brushy Mountain thorny vines similar to .g i 
Ray remained silent penitentiary's record of no rosebushes. I 
MOnday as he was put in an successful escapes. The recapure of Ray g send with $2.00 to The Herald 3212 Kalum St. Te ce • 
isolation cell following his A bloodhound sniffed out ended one of the larges~t .g • 
recapture after two days of Ray from under a pile of manhunts in Tennessee = •' 
freedom in waterlogged, leaves at 2 a.m. Monday, history. The search•evolved ,~ 
snake-infested woods. Raywas found eight miles at least eight hellconters at I .  ' 
A disciplinary hearing east of the prison but there one time and 200 po~Icemen .• ' • 
and possible scape charges was no telling how far he with six teams of blood- •, , , 
heldno terror for the had walked and scrambled hounds. In addction, • ' ' --- 
convicted assassin of Dr. up steep hillsides in his 54zb hundreds of area residents • • 
Martin Luther King Jr. The hours outside the walls, went, into the hills with ~ ' • I~ 
worst Ray, 49, could receive Lane, who took part in the shotgunsfor the excitement .~ . :. .. : . . .:. , . ' " , , -- 
isloss of good time from his search, said that Ray of the chase and  the . .•  ' ', " ' " "  : , i 
99-year sentence which bans travelled with Earl Hill, 35, possibility of collecting the ~_ • 
parole for 33 years after and Shelton and that they $25 bounty for each fugitive, n_ • I 
sentencing, moved at a slow pace for However, allwere caught by ~. •J 
- i With therecapture of Ray short distances, mostly at policemen. ~, • 
and two other fugitives in a night. , • 
10-hour span, only one of SURROUNDED BY HILLS. Searchers were under" ~ , U 
seven men who went over Brushy  Mounta in  orders to make an extreme • 
the prison's north wall penitentiary is hemmed in effort not to harm Ray, ' •  i .  
Friday remained at large, by 3,000-foot hillsides, whose escape already had '~  I! 
Warden'Stonney Lane thickly green with lush fed speculation that a new ~- . • I :  
said it was only a matter of foilage that is almost conspiracy was afoot to • I1 
hours before Douglas impenetrable. Hidden under either to get him out of the • 0 , ,,. , M, 
Shelton would be the trees are rattlesnakes, countryor toget him killed. IIIII~I|III~I~.~III~II~IIIII~IIIM~MI~I~IIIIIIIII~III~~i~~~~i I~ - 
• . . . . .  . . . . . .  . I  R 
~ ~ :,~ ~:~.~ ~:,~ m ~ the year; .problem, attemptint, to -~,~ • ~ I not be effective. 
~ .~ .~ . . . . . . . . .  Ou~dethehouso, Barrett - Labor  tu rnover ,  There are no agencies define the alcobel irOnmn 
Skeena Health Unit audiologist Janice Badger fl/s a Magdenz ~/olunteered as me moael. (1"~ by Allan accused the government of economic .con di.tions, and locally that are deaf•hated in the north, its limits and hearing aid in this demonstration; Krasnlck.) receptlenist Rose . ramredding the legislation .u~.  sonable umato affect as treatment centres for effect en people here. , 
alcohol.related problems. through and said there has ~naox consumpuon; It reeomends better HEARING AIDS • been no public debate on the ." emily disturbances Closest treatment services services and programs. 
_ issue. ~ have the most significant are in Prince Rupert and It points out that wire,in Program proves be -.='-'-' He said ~e bill should he association to alcohol PrineeGeorge. • the urea itself, th .a re .o  lli- _llr _lMI put before the people as a consumption; and , In Prince Rupert, the ideas about methods of' 
• s v s  | ~,F | l l ,A I  , refex~dum. -Assaults and personal Salvation Arm}, runs ~pc~ching the use of. 
. . I ".'Education Minister Pat drink~g, problems appear to Kaanta House, which has a ' 
services could I Lot 10 I Mccoer said that the bill nave me.l.eascnssuciatlonto capaci~ of 20. It is One ~roup holds that "no. 
delivered . in this I~uu~. J .repreeen.t~l a triumph of cons umpuon b.ut.have..a esuentially a detoniflcation specific alcohol p v0gm_ms 
• ,-.,.,~,n o ,~ ,  .,....~ . ~ his "o"~. grea~er ansoc~auon wnm should be developS-, M~I no . . . .  w"  . . . . . . .  , . ,  m nnman r ta  and  im, ,~ , . ceutFe .  
.dal.i.very, ma-eref~,alsca | was only following th~ sea soom.caangen.. The Van Bow treatment single agency should he 
uenandled, m~'e people can | policies laid out by Barrett .. ~y.er.s.ueueves there is a Centre in Princo George hse .responsible for" alcohol 
thoroughly assessed, and|  during the last election ~,.e.Linxte a t t . i tud ina i  aeapacityof21. Ithasmore programs." They lean 
ou~erence  oetween hearing aid~ can be [ campaign, when he said the . .rigorous rehabilitation iowurd an integration of all 
~'r~p wbuld .~ao  boo;. n or  t h e r n e r s a n a services for hmnen . . . . . . . .  / . - - - . . - . v  .~t .  so  . . . .  am.  • . - services to all children In umerners wire respect to Pr°~ance from the rqOon, problems. 
operauon et ,~.- --....~--.. alcohol , .  ~,oo,..., ,.,~ ~,,,,,,~,~. , • . limited follow-up in the The second group has a 
~.-r--~-"-'--'l'~? PROVIDES SERVICES The use of alcohol is so home community, and the completelyoppesite_Ol_~_ lea. 
~ycholosical nd financial ,Pw~tr~mti~e "This bfl!, orovides those tv~delrYelaa~iCoenPshthe~ih her  t at They want definite 
,services, l~IcGeer said .-- . . . p between difficulties of travelling_ to programs within the rqion 
"We will have an aJconos use and social the centres tend to for the treatment of 
By JANICE BADGER audiology centres), is Together with the clinical services could not be 
AUDIOLOGIST designed to provide public fitting of amplification, each delivered in this manner. 
protection relating to person •receives thorough Through a more centr/d 
Since 1975, the Skeena provision of quality hearing counselling regarding more referrals ean 
Health Unit has provided a .aids services at a fair price, hearing aid orientation. 
comprehensive audiology pace. Follow-up is an ongoing be 
program for area residents audiolugseal service and an.  more akb van be 
serving the entire age range The program, based on integ.ral aspect of the fitted. 
from infants to adults. In sound aud io log ica l  henrmg aid program. 
general, this involves principles, provides hearing Audiolo~.eal testing and an A key to the operation of 
effective identification, aids to the public at cost to effective Government. Acoustic hearing md fitting requires 
a s s e s s m e n t ,  a n d couplers, batteries, and - sophisticated conservation 
management of persons exhibiting a communication repairs are also provided at in-qtrumentatlon and a strict close liaison 
disorder as it relates to cost. sound-controlied medical co••unit/ca, as 
provided for by a Medfeal opportunity to learn about problems, llke.child abuse, discourage people from alcoholics and related 
environment. " These Advisory Committee which the sincerity of the oppo-. ~s often/gnorou, going for treatment. • problems. They tended to hearing. Referral to the Audiology facilities are located in 
Over a year ago, it Clinic from a physician is Terrace and due to the in comprised of three local Though alcohol may he Referrals to agencies in recognize alcobor as a 
became apparent hat one required, follow'rag which nature of the controls physicians, bill."siti°n during debate on the connected, people tend to the community were felt to primary cause of many 
major need wan not being theperson isscheduled for a required, the equipment is The Audiology proof_urn is He said the p tu~e of the-- examine the evidence from be more effective when health and social problem. 
met. Subsequently, • a comprehensive valuation immobile. In  the early constantly berg evaluated bill is to remove the separate perspectives, the •made on an informal, The T. Myers Relpart, "An 
program for the evaluation, of his or her hearing stages of the program, the and ~.tor over a year of discrimination that has "effect", as seen in more personal basis. Exploratory Study of 
selection, fitting, and sale of s e~n s i t i v i t y a n d audiologist ravelled in an operauen, ~ hearing aid characterized the provincial traffic accidents or social Unf~tuantely, there is a Alcohol Problems in the 
hearing aids was initiated, communication function, attempt o provide direct program has proved ~ovemment's approach to - problems, distinct from the high turnover of. Kitimat-Stikine Rqiomd 
The Provincial Hearin~ Aid Such a test battery ensures service to the Health Unit extremely beneflcialto the unencing educafl6n for 105 possible cause, alcohol professional personnel in District", is available ou 
,Program (also established accurate and satisfactory areas. It wasdemonstrated Skeeua Health Unit years, overuse. -the area, so referral- 10an from the Regional 
in .6  other Provincial hearing aid fitting. ..however. that most efficient population. ' Because the northern systems often break down or District office in T~'race. 
The drinking problem 
o 
(continued from page I.) environment differs from change. There are few, ff 
problems: the south, established any routine ref6rral 
-A  significant student approaches used a t  vrocedurea in the area and" 
drinking problem; provincial or national |ew options for referral. 
-Variation in alcohol lev.e~.,ind.u.ding operaflon£1 The Myers report 
consumption with month of poucles ann serwcos, may. examines the surface of the 
motion. 
Dennis Cecke NDP-New 
Westminster then said the 
NDP would boycott the 
remainder of second 
reading debate on the bill. 
leaving Scott Wallace and. 
Liberal leader Gordon 
Gibson as the only 
opvositio~i MLAs in the 
hSwe, 
VICTORIA (CP)  - -  The mostly lower and middle in- MLAs or imposing the filed out of thelegislature to 
New Democratic Party come fandl/es whomaks up agricultural tend freeze, loud jeers from the 
boycotted second reading in me bulk of independent When the vote was taken government side. 
the legislatureMoudeyofa schoolanppertors, on the amendment to " 
bill which would give Respond/rig to Barrett's suspend second reading for Gibson submitted an 
financial aid to the call for a public six months, the NDP stood amendment todelay second 
province's private schools, referendum, the education alone in suppoTfing it, with reading of the bill for ooe 
Earl ier,  Opposition minister said that the NDP Gibson and Wallace month while it was sent to 
Leader Dave Barrett called never considered a refer- supporting the government, committee for debate lxlt 
on the government toshelve endure for major bills such LEFT CHAMBER that amendment was 
the bill~ur six months and as raising the salaries of The NDP members then defeated. 
hold a pid)lic referendum on - " 
the legislation. The FROM PAGE ONE 
NDP was defeated on that 
Recent graduating class at Northwest Comn;unity College's 
pre.spprentice heavy duty mechanics class are: (Back 
row, from left) Bob Howard, Brent Dennis, Clair Van 
QUADRANT UNCERTAIN 
Steinberg, Brad Manson, and Clarence Murrell, instructor. 
in the front row, from left. are: ~Bill Cox, Don Dixon, Dam 
MacNeil, Dave Parnell, and John Moffat. 
morthem ports 
lose one option 
Archie York kind of thinks 
it woq)d be a good idea if he 
was consulted before 
another company starts to 
use his business dreams as a 
scapegoat. 
When RivTow S~'afts Ltd. 
announced the termination 
of its tug and barge service 
to communities north, of 
Prince Rupert, it also sald~t 
would transfer freight in 
Prince Rupert destined for 
these communities to 
Quadrant Transportation 
Services Ltd. 
'~.Tha trouble is RivTow 
.d;nrkt consult with~ Archie 
before making the 
s~tement - and he is-the 
i~esident and founder of the 
~ould-be Quadrant Transp- 
ortation Services. • 
~And the fact. is iLRivTow 
had talked to him, it would 
have found out York won't 
be running a tug and barge 
service north of. Prince 
l~pert until his dafficulties 
% 
I 
FUNERAL 
SERVlCESi 
with the provincial Motor overate a full truck-barge 
Carriers Commission are freight system between 
sorted out. Vancouver and Prince 
Said York: "It would be Rupert but he has no idea 
best if Cecil (Cecil Cosulich 
is oresident of RivTow) 
talked to me before he shot 
his mouth off." 
"I've had no contact wflh ° 
RivTow and frankly the. 
whole~ituation is becoming. 
annoying." 
Quadrant was issued with 
a permit o transport freight 
to outlying communities but 
cannot deliver goods to 
Prince Rupert from the 
lower mainland, ~nor 
iransport goods from Prinoe 
Rupert o Vancouver• 
Y~ork has proposed to 
truck freight to Prince 
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MANPOWER PROGRAM. 
We work for $1 .million 
Herald staff writer qualify for funding, projects .A. 
Over $1 million dollars must create jobs, show that 
have already been allocated they benefit he community 
for Canada Works projects and provide retraining or 
in Skeena federal contacts to enable workers 
constituency, according to 
Vic Kowal, district manager 
for the Job Creation Branch 
of Canada Manpower in 
Terrace. 
And Kowal told the Hm;ald 
that he expects an 
additional $1½ million in 
Canada Works funding to be 
spent is the region before 
the end of this fiscal year. 
Some of the projects just 
approved include:. 
-$87,750 to create seven 
to obtain more permanent 
employment in future. 
The Job Creation Branch 
was located in Terrace 
earlier this year and Howal 
was appointed district 
manager two months ago. 
Before, job creation 
programs were  
administered centrally from 
Vancouver. 
The branch oversees the 
Canada Works Program, 
Canada Works Young 
jlflilobs at the Kitsumkalum Ski program and the Local 
near Terrace; Employment Assistance 
.484,204 to hire 16 workers Program (LEAP). 
at the Haisla Community The Canada Works 
Centre in Kitimat; program has replaced Lec~ 
-$88,168 to employ .six Initiatives (LIP) and 
j)eople a t  the Terrace provides project funding for 
Answering •Bureau; up to one year. Young 
-$22;932 to provide five Canada Works is geared for 
jobs at the MK Bay Marine s t u d e n t s u m m e r 
near Kitimat; and employment. 
-$20,182 to hire five people LEAP funds are available 
for the Terrace Chamber of for up to three years and are 
Commerce Information designed to assist in the 
'Centre. . hiring of the chronically 
Kowalsaidtha{in order to unemployed in projects 
which should eventually 
after a vehicle he was The accident occured 
when it will he reviewed by 
the Motor Carriers 
Commission. 
"There have been no 
hearing dates set - the),'re 
just letting us stew ano go 
brankrupt." 
TE---  
A i i l l  l A A l i I ~  ~!1 |  | l i i  become self-sufficient. 
HHA UI= A U(.,;IUI.:::IV I ha ws% bmrP /,i ttpt 
• ' . the r~gion will enable it to PUTS TWO "IN HOSPITAL.., , .  touch l:~etter with 
community needs. He also 
A Terrace man has been Everton and .Saner .were said that it would help to 
char ed with impaired taken to the hospital, oversee and assist nro]ects g . • - -  r 
driving and failure to) gw,ve a Everton was discharged to sucsed. 
breath s.sm. ple fo~.ow.ing a ~ter x-rays and t.rea.tm.ent "It  keeps us more 
mree vemc~e aocmenc, in  mr minor nec re.juries; involved to see that 
Terrace Monda.~, that sent Sauer. remained m the retraining of employees i  
two PeolPm m me nospiuu, nnssp:itm xor onservauon o~ hanneninn." he stated 
Police say that Per undetermmed m)uri . "  " " es Kowal''- °'said that' the 
Gunderson was chargeo . . . . . . .  
driving Smashed into the durini~ heavy traffic 
back of one driven by Irene conditions at 4:45 Monday 
Sauer, also of Terrace. afternoon, at the main 
The Sauer ehicle then intersection of Highway 16 
rear-ended a third car, and Keith Avenue. 
driven by Clinton Everton of 
Remo. Damage totalled $1,600. 
branchwill be hiring a 
program supervisor and a 
LEAP project officer xrom 
,the local area. 
"I really think (the new 
system) is working better," 
he said. "The projects and 
the communities are seeing 
more of us...and we're 
spending the money better." 
YELLOWHEAD DOLLARS 
Coins to promote to,urism 
The first Yellowhead 
.Trade Dollars will be 
! available at most businesses 
Funeral Services were 
held in Terrace for 
a pioneer woman of the 
north, Mrs. Jessie Finley, 
on May 28th; who died m 
New Westminster at the 
age of 89. Interment was in 
the uld Terrace cemetery 
where her parents are 
buried. ~" 
Jessie Bruce was born in 
Aird, Isle of Skye,[ 
Scotland~ and came to[ 
Terrace in 1911, as a young [
woman with her parents[ 
and brother Angus, to join[ 
brothers Donald and Alex [ 
Bruce, who located on a 
section of land four miles. 
out on the Kalum Road. 
• There she met and 
marr ied  Clarence H. 
Finley from Nova Scotia. 
They later moveo co 
Prince Rupert where they 
made their i~ermanent 
home. 
Mrs. Finley moved to 
New Westminster ten 
years ago, and is survived 
by a son John W, two[ 
daughters, Mrs. K. (Elsie) [ 
Green and Mrs. Pheme[ 
Fraser all of New[ 
Westminster, and a[ 
brother Alexander Bruce[ 
of Givsons, B.C.; [ 
predeceased by her[ 
husband and son Clarence[ 
Bruce in November 1942,[ 
and a son Llbyd in 1967. [ 
| 'Finley Lake on the[ 
l Kalum Road was named[ 
[ after the fa~nily, as they[ 
[ owned the l~rbperty in the[ 
J eaHy days near their only[ 
[ neighbor Joe Collart. [ 
I •Besides a house[ 
downtown, they owned the 
pr, operty next door to 
"Dad" Weeks, who had the 
first post office at 
Kitsumhalum. 
Mount Finley in the 
Coast Range, at the head of 
Exstew River is ,named 
after their son 'Clarence, 
who was lost in action with 
the.R.C.A.F, in 1942. 
I I  
commemorating the fiflie.tll 
anniversary of the District 
specifications and design so.. Region "G". 
that• their value as .  Both local people. and 
Collectors' Items • will visitors will want to keel~ a
increase over the years. The 
face of the dollar has an 
outline of Tourist. Region 
"G', sectioned out from an 
outline of the province along 
with a Yellowhead logo. The 
reverse ~side for 1977 bears 
the insignia of Terrace, 
Br i t i sh  C01umJ~La, 
Rupert and then put it on ~and banks from McBride to of Terrace, " • " 
barges instead of using ~l~ince Rupert on Friday; .The dollar is.33 MM in 
RivTow's ystem ot barging ~july Tst, L~.  and .wiil diameter, weighs 13.5 
freight all the way from the ;remain in circulation until grams .and is made of pure 
lower mainland. ',Labour DaY, September'5th, nickel..A ser3es of ten 
He also has said he would 1977. - .. Yellowhead coi,s~ will be 
• start the barge service ~ ~ minted , :  e .ach  
regardless of whether he is The dollars have been , commemorating a different 
allowed to drop goods in 'minted to rigid event or place in Tourist 
number of each year's issue 
as a special kind of 
souvenir. The dollar is 
distinguished from a 
medallion because o£ its 
dated trade value in Tourist 
Region "G".. 
Although it is anticipated 
that the majority of dollars 
Prince Rupert. Howevee, 
yesterday he conceded this 
plan wasn't feasible. 
"To be viable we also need' 
to carry freight destined for 
Prince Rupert and we.need 
i~eight from Prince Rupert' 
to the lower mainland," he 
said. "A truck cannot be, 
operated one way." 
Yo~k said he has an 
application for a ~Jmit  to  
Former candidates flock 
to Liberals' pork barrel, 
OTTAWA (CP~ -- Op 
position Leader Joe Clark 
accused the government 
Monday of patronage a~ 
pointments of defeated 
Liberal candidates and their 
spouses on a large scale. 
Clark's questions were 
based on a study by 
researcher Douglas Nixon 
and published in the Toronto 
newspaper. It said the 
cabinet has approved more 
than 200 appointments of 
• will be "saved as souvenirs 
by those who recognize their 
future value, businesses and 
banks in Tourist Region 
"G" will accept he dollars 
as pa~nent for goods or 
services. 
According to B.C. 
Yellowhead 16 Travel 
Association, spousors of the 
coin for. Tourist Region"G", 
the entire supvly should he 
PRELIMINARY 
HEARING 
A preliminary hearing 
into murder charges laid 
against hree_ Terrace men 
will ~et under way this 
mornm~ at Terrace 
'Pr0viscml Court. 
Garth Clayton Young, 26~ 
Patrick John Pepin, 17, and 
Richard Douglas Gerow, 23, 
were Charged with first 
degree murder in March, 
following an investigation 
into the death of 26-year-old 
Paul/mdrew Arnold, also of 
Terrace. 
Arnold's body was 
discovered at the end of a 
lo~ing road near Kalum 
La'~e- Drive north of 
Terrace. 
I 
T ' i 
,•oltegritical bias lay in the it]/ of the persons 
appointed." 
"I don't think there's any 
other guarantee." 
PUBLIO MEETING 
UNIVERSITIES OOUNOIL 
The Universit ies Council of Br i t ish 
Columbia will be holding a public meeting 
,in Prince George on June 15, 1977. The 
Council is seeking Information from 
members of the public on all aspects of 
university education in British Columbia, 
and Council encourages all interested' 
members of the public to attend. 
Both writter~and oral presentations will.be 
welcomed by the Council. 
should' 
exhausted by the middle o f  
August. 
.The profits f~om the sale 
of the dollars will go directly 
to the Yellowhead 16 Travel 
Association for . the. 
promotion, of tourism. 
It is anticilmted that many 
of the dollars will. be 
retained by the • various 
business for sale in future 
years at collector's prices. 
A limited number of-24K 
goldj)loces wiE be specially 
struck .for purchase by 
serious collector~, The gold 
pieces will be identical in 
design to the nickel dollars, 
except that they will contain 
27.9 grams of 24K gold. 
A pure silber piece 
also be struck in Ymited 
quantity, which will contain 
17.1grams of.999 fine silver. 
A T MANPOWER 
A bureaucrat 
who admits it 
By ANDREW PETTER 
Herald staff writer 
Vic Kowal recently appointed istrict manager of the 
Canada Manpower job creation branch is not your ran-of- 
the-dole bureaucrat. 
He dislikes words like "concretize" and "interface" 
which fill the vocabularies of so many others in public 
administration. 
He rips up the mass-produced news releases ent to. 
him from Ottawa for local use becaus e he prders to talk 
to the press directly. 
.:! And ill ~a .~'~Id-~whel~-~'l~S~the:'buck '- is the norm,. 
Kowul bluntly states, "I hate telling people it's not my 
~l%artment." 
other efreshing thing about Kowal is that he admits 
that he is a bureaucrat. 
"Everybody that works for the government thinks that 
they are the one person who is different," Kowal 
explains. "In fact, we are all bureaucrats." • 
While recognizing this fact, Kowal works hard to fight 
bureaucratic tendencies such as jargon and unnecessary 
referrals which can only alienate the public. 
"I constantly remind my staff of what it is like (for a 
member of the public) to walk into a government 
office." 
Kowal is also not afraid to state the limitations of a 
given program. HIS approach is straight from the hip. 
There's no mumbe-~umbo rhetoric about "long-term 
goals". 
It would be nice to provide long-term solutions, he 
says, "but the whole demgn of job creation (programs) is
to-have a short term effect." 
A reporter twitches nervously at such candor and 
wonders if the statement was meant to be quoted. 
But Kowal's face never flinches. 
Vic Kowal means what he says and he is not the least 
bit afraid to say what he means• 
BANTAM C-366 
Feller Buncher 
STRONG ON 
PERFORMANCE former Lib~al candidates and their spouses since 
Pr ime Minister Trudeau 
took power in 1968. , 
Allan MacEachan, the  
government Rouse leader, 
replied in the Commons that 
most  of the appointments 
mentioned in the newspaper 
survey involved capable 
people, r 
The strongest guarantee 
that there would be no 
Regional farm fairs 
benefit from grants 
Ariculture Minister 
James Hewitt today 
announced grants totalling 
$89,300 to 17 agricultural 
fairs across the' province. 
The funds will be. used for 
eneral upgrading of fair 
cilities, constructing new 
buildings, installing utilities 
such as lighting, fencing, 
drainage and other 
improvements  that  
contribute to the 
agricultural aspect of the 
fair. 
Mr. Hewitt. said that the 
fairs receiving rants have 
submitted eserving plans 
for improving their fairs 
and felt they will provide the 
general public w~th an ideal 
opportunity to become 
better acquainted with 
agriculture in their area. 
-The individual fairs 
receiving grants are listed 
as follows: Cowichan 
Exhibition - $800; Lower 
Fraser Valley Exhibition 
(Cloverdale) . $10,000; 
Chilliwach Exhibition - 
$8,000; Dawson Creek 
Exhibition - $8,000; Agassiz 
Fall Fair - $3,000; Alberni 
Fall Fair - $5,000; Bulkley 
Valley Exhibition - $2,500; 
Kantloops Exhibition - 
$4 ,000;  Map le  
Ridge Haney Fair - $3,000; 
North Peace Fall Fair - 
$2,500; North Thompson 
Fall.Fair- $2,500; Salmon 
Arm Fall Fair - $3,000; Sail 
Spring Island Fall Fair - 
$1,500; Shawnigan Cobble 
Hill Fall Fair - $3,000; and 
Vanderhoof Fall Fair - 
$8,000. 
Thursday, June 15, 1977 
Room A, Amante Building 
North West Community College 
820 3rd Avenue West 
Prince Rupert 
7:30 p.m.  - 10 :00  p .m.  
Anyone wishing further details 
contact: 
Mrs. Alison Waft 
Assistant 
Universities Council of B.C. 
Vancouver - 872.0245 
• 
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FI~ATURES 
efully guarded tractor type undercarr~a(je 
ehydrauhc track dr=co for 2 spe~,d operahor, 
ebush protected operator's cab insulated. 
sound -proof 
eswlng away oil cooler for chtamng ra(hator 
and off cooler 
eautomal=c d g'gmq and tractton b~akes 
et~olt on swing bearing 
ehydrauhc troe shear prowdes max=mum hit 
25 '2"  reach 
COME IH AND SEE US ABOUT IT 
VULCAN MAP~-HINBRY & SQUIPMIENT L* rD .  
P,O. Box 2280, Cowart Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
Ph: (604) 564.0101 
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The sins 
of the father 
Because nuclear devices have been extensively 
tested during the past thirty or so years, today's 
young people have bones enriched with Strontium 
90 - which really isn't good for them. 
They also have more lead in their bones than 
earlier generations had, and more carbon 
monoxide and mercury in their blood - all the result 
of what has been called "the effluence of 
affluence". And more DDT in their fat, although 
we have been doing something about hat recently. 
A few years ago it was found that in some of the 
more highly developed parts of the world, nursing 
mothers had two to six times the amount of DDT 
than was allowed by governments in cow's milk 
offered for sale in the stores. 
Dr. Rene Dubos, one of the great biologists of our 
time, has made this point: "From the age of two or 
three,, children raised under conditions of high 
~pollUtion begin to show evidence of pemanent  
maifunctien." 
Research reports have indicated that children in 
regions of high air pollution seem to learn 
appreciably more slowly than those in other 
regions. Our iniquity has been visited upon our 
children- and, if present rends continue, what will 
be the condition of their children? 
Because we have learned to make nuclear 
weapons we have the power to annihilate ourselves 
- and we must learn to live with that knowledge, for 
it can be unlearned only in annihilation itself. But 
now our nuclear anxiety is compounded by 
pollution anxiety, and some informed persons have 
come to think that we are in as great danger of 
destroying ourselves by polluting our environment 
as we are by our  nuclear weaponry. 
The biblical insight that the judgment of God 
works in and through the processes of history 
acquires new relevance in these days. We can be 
our own judge - and our own executioner. But it is 
also a biblical insight hat we have freedom to work 
our way through the terrible dilemmas we make 
for ourselves, freedom to develop new ways in life. 
That insight, too, acuqires new relevance in these 
days. The iniquity of the fathers need not 
necessarily be visited upon the children. 
THE NEW NEIGHBORS 
"PONY WORRY. MR.TREAI)WELL.IF OUR [STIMATE 
ltN'T FIFTY P[R rENT QORR[CT, WS StI~UtNTI$ 
YOU& FIVli PER CE, NT DISCOUNT ON 
THE DIFFF.,R~NCEY' 
Dear Sir: 
Your recent editorial of 
March 25th regarding the 
Eurasian mllfofl problem in 
the Oksnagan Lakes has 
been brought to my 
attention. 
After reading your 
comments it was difficult o 
know if you were attempting 
to be serious or perhaps 
illustrating what tunnel- 
vision and selective 
reporting really means. 
What does the 
Government do when it is 
faces with a serious 
environmental problem like 
that of milflol you ask...and 
then proceed to answer as 
best you can, unfortunately, 
without the benefit  of 
knowledge or research. 
Voice of the readers 
Nielsen disagrees with 
You ask if scientists were recommendations a to a several days with concerned 
consulted, you ask if other solution. The three men, people in the Okanagan, 
jurisdictions with similar who had previously been they issued two reports, and 
employed as commissioners have since explained their 
on herbicides and pesticides findings to orgaizations and 
are: C.J.G. Mackenzie, 
~roblems were consulted. 
both instances you 
answer no...end in both 
instances you are wrong. M.D. Chairman; William D. 
You might ask yourself why Powrie, Ph.D., P.Ag., 
youarewron~andperhapel member; and William K. 
can answer mr you. Oldham, Ph.D., P.Eng., 
You are wrong on beth member, all of University of 
counts because you failed to' British Columbia. These 
understand the news ~entlethen began •their 
releases from the Ministry investigation forthwith. 
of the Environment and you They heard testimony, they 
failed to understand the visi0ed other jurisdictions 
reports issued by  this which have been plagued 
blinistry. You did take time with milfoil, including 
to read them didn't you? Ontario, Florida, Alabama, 
The Ministry of the Tennessee. 
Environmexit appointed They communicated with 
three commiss ioners  other scientists who have 
October 14, 1976, to assess attempted to resolve the 
the problem and offer problem. They met for 
~n overnments  and  dividnals in the Okanagan 
and elsewhere. 
The committee issued its 
first report in January of 
this year. (I'm sure you 
have obtained a copy since 
~mou have shown such 
terest in this problem). 
Icluded in its list of 
recommendations was 
Number 6: 
"Encourage private 
individuals or corporations 
to construct menchanieal 
devices that hey consider to 
be capable of doing the job, 
and offer promising 
applicants contracts as a 
~*. ' *  
our stand 
pre-established, reasonable 
price per acre to prove out 
their machines." 
This we are doing by two 
methods. The Ministry has 
entered into an agreement 
with one inventor who 
guarantees he can deliver a 
machine capable of 95 per 
cent effectiveness at a very 
attractive price. We have 
given him the green light 
and he is underway in the 
development of his 
machine. 
In addition, we have 
advertised by way of a 
competition which you 
apparently feel has no value 
and you choose to ridicule. 
Might I mention that this 
has been very well received 
by professional engineers 
who would like to sul)mk 
their plans and ideas but 
could not take the risk of 
expending larl~e amounts of 
money w~thout an 
opportunity o recover those 
funds. 
It is somewhat distressing 
to read your editorial which 
takes but one of a series of 
actions this Ministry has 
undertaken over the past' 
year in an attempt to  
i'esolve what we recognize 
as a serious problem. 
May I ask you for your 
views on the two reports 
issued by the 
commissioners and your 
opinion of the meetings 
which were held throughout 
the Oksnngan and ff I 
what your opinion is asato 
my,  
the pragrammes we have 
outlined to the Ohaua~n 
Basin Water Board "and 
junior governments. 
Would you be kind eno ,~ 
to send me a copy of yottr 
edition which contsinn a 
• rebuttal to your 'editorial'. 
With best wishes. 
James A. Nielsen 
Minister of the 
Environment 
i /  
o 
-. ::. ,..?:.~. 
Business spotlightl 
With coal returned as king, 
economic prosperity looms 
COLEMAN, Ales. (CP) -- boundaries ofthe formation. 
Proposed expansion of the , Coal • industry em- 
ceal industry is expected to ployment will almost double 
br ing unprecedented by 1965, along with a similar 
IXOoparity to the Crowsnest population growth, ff all 
Pans area of southeastern proLx)eed projects go ahead 
British Columbla nd south- in the pass. 
western Alberta. 
But there also are fears 
that without adequate 
planning, there will be  a 
nightmare of explosive 
growth for communities 
whose municipal services 
already are showing signs of 
strain. 
About 4,000 workers now 
are employed by four 
companies min ingthe  
Kootenay Formation, one of 
the richest coal deposits in 
Canada. 
'lhe formation stretches 
from Nontana to about 100 
miles north. Fernie, B.C., 
and Blalrmore, Alte., 60 
miles apart, sit on the 
western and eastern 
BOOM.BUST ECONOMY 
The 'area has experienced 
a boom-and-bust economy 
at the hands of the coal 
industry since the turn of the 
c~tury. ,, 
This time, says Mayor 
Ernie Fantin of Blsirmore, 
"if coal development must 
come, it will not be a here- 
today, gonetomorrow 
situation." 
"I .can see this area is 
go,,i~ to grow. 
New people are con- 
stantly moving in and 
developers are beginning to 
look at the pass as a place to 
build." 
The pnpulatiou on the 
Alberta side of the pass is 
7"  
about 7,500. The Fernie- 
Sparwoed-Elkford. region in 
British Columbia nas anouc 
14,000 patens. 
Ted Nishoison, a planner 
with the Oldman River 
Regional Planning Com- 
mission in southern Alberta, 
said that with a revitalized 
coal industry, the Alberta 
side will have a population 
of 12,000 by 1990. 
ALSO WILL GROW 
The British Columbia 
government pre~.~ctsits side 
of the pass wm nave a 
population of 26,OOO by 19S5. 
The four companies now: 
operating in the area are 
Kaiser Resources, Fording 
Coal and Byron Creek! 
Collieries in Brit ish 
Columbia, and Coleman 
Collieries here. 
Kaiser and Byron Creek 
are planning to expand. 
In addiUon, four other 
companies have proposed 
ceal-mining proJeets--Elco 
Mining, Sage Creek Coal 
and C~ows Nest Industries 
~nBrltlsh Columbia, and 
solidated Coal in Al- 
berta. 
• A problem common to 
both sides of the pass is a 
shortage of developed land. 
And existing water and 
sewer systems are barely 
adequate. 
Says Mayor Reno 
Lenardon of Fernie: 
"I can only hope coal 
deve lopment  comes 
gradually so the com- 
mnnities ran cope with sub- 
siantlal growth?'  
There is an ordinance in' 
Bristow, Okla., which 
requires public eating 
houses to serve each 
customer one peanut in the 
shell with every glass of 
water. 
Papa Bear's op in ion  
Interpreting the news 
Cyprus debate 
again on agenda 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) summer of 1974 and the. 
- -  The problems of the 
troubled Mediterranean 
island of Cyprus, long the 
source of tension between 
neighboring Greece and 
Turkey, come before the 
Security Council today in a 
semi-annual review. 
The occasion will be the 
council's consideration 
whether it should extend the. 
life of the 2,-700-man UN 
force, which for years has 
been stationed on the island 
to keep the peace between 
Greek and Turkish Cypriots. 
There is little doubt that 
the force's mandate, due to 
expire at midnight Wed- 
nesdsX, will be renewed, but, 
not mthout a good deal of 
political haggling ~- hetween 
Greeks and Turks over the 
wording of the enabling res- 
olution. 
Canada contributes 50O 
men to the Cyprus force and 
the debate on the mandate 
comes at a time when 
Canadian Ambassador 
William Barton is serving as 
Security Council President 
in the monthly rotation 
among council members. 
Barton will speak for 
Canada in the debate and is 
expected to urge renow~ 
efforts by the island s 
inhabitants to settle their 
differences, stressing the 
point, as Canadian 
spokesmen have done in the 
past, that peace-keeping 
operations must be ac- 
companied by peace-mak- 
ing efforts by the parties 
concerned. 
ALLIANCE WEAKENED 
Cypr~ has been the cause 
of a long and bitter 
disagreement between 
Greece and Turkey, both 
NATO members. The two 
countries share a border 
with Bulgaria, a key outpost 
in the Warsaw Pact 
defensive network, and their 
dispute over Cyprus has 
seriously weakened NATO's 
southern flank. 
The d i sagreement  
brought the two NATO allies 
to the brink of war in the 
North Atlantic alliance has 
been seeking to restore a 
harmonious relationship. 
,'he dispute arises from 
the population mix of 
Cyprus, which is inhabited 
by Greeks and Turks 
descended from immigrants 
from the two mainland 
neighbors. The Greeks out- 
number the Turks and 
communal fighting has been 
g%ing on for years, 
pen warfare developed. 
in 1964. Trouble erupted 
again In 1974 when the 
Greek-led Cypriot national 
guard overthrew the 
gArcOVernment headed by 
hbishop Makarlos and 
installed a regime favo.rl~ 
union with: :Greeee~ke3 
invaded the island wifll. 
40,000 troops to protect l~. 
Turkish-Cypriot minorl.ty t 
who made up 18 per cent of 
the population and lived 
enc laves  seat terea  
throughout the island. / 
The Turks widened their 
cont ro l ,  eventua l ly  
occupying 40 per cent of tlm 
land. The result was mass 
displacement of Greek' 
Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot 
• populations, refugee camps . 
and bitter charges by 
Greece that the Turks were 
committing atrocities and 
misusing American military 
aid. 
Makorios was able to 
return as president but with 
the Turkish occupation, hip 
Greek-Cypriots no longer 
have the upper hand. Talks 
aimed at raching a pelltlcal 
settlement have shown no 
progress. 
Turkey, which still has 
12,000 troops on the 
isiand,nhas declared its 
minimum demand for 
discussing troop withdrawM 
is the setting up of two • 
separate  Greek-and 
Turkish-Cypriot states. 
The Greek-Cypriots have 
offered the island's 120,000' 
Turks 20 per cent of the total 
territory--one-hnif of wht 
they now hold--and a 
federal administration 
governing beth areas. 
Ethnic mosaic threatened by government 
By MARVIN RAMUS 
Over the past Jew years I
ha~e .heard many great 
politicians speak on the 
rights of French Canadians, 
of their great heritage, their 
ethnic and religious needs. 
Their claims to government 
onwhat hey are entitled to - 
- their demands of total 
Canadian rights changes. 
crowds to speak. The tone of 
their vo ices  and their 
methods are at.ill the same 
as all the peliticul speeches 
of the vast; only the 
emvasized words are 
different. In the past we 
hp.ve heard depression, 
railroad, economy, give, low 
rental housing, old age 
pensions, tax reforms, land 
freeze, etc. 
few questions and 
comments are these: 
QUESTION GROUP. 1~• 
What do politicians 
vropese on the Language 
Act? Do they intend to make 
our Native Indians speak 
French, or are.they going to 
make the French Canadians 
speak Native Indian or 
maybe they intend to teach 
them both French, will they 
send the rest of us to the 
United States of America? 
QUESTION :3 
Who is going to pay for all 
"h/s? You? Me? 
COMMENTS 
Some may S~el I am 
racially prejudiced - quite 
the contrary. I believe there 
are..many groups with 
accepted. You could work 
hard and become a success 
at  anything you wanted to 
be. 
You were a Canadian and 
proud of it, you had the.right 
to sveak your own language, 
practised your own religion -
do your own thing- and 
when we met for pleasure, 
or business, or learning we 
did not speak French, 
German, Russian, Italian, 
Changes, that will affect he 
rights of every Canadian 
person in this country today. 
Strangely enough I have 
also heard many of the same 
demands front another 
group -- Our Native Indians 
--who not only claim a lot of 
these same rights, but great 
tracts of Canadian land as 
well .  
Our voliticians, local, 
provincial, and federal, 
have taken the lead once 
more and stand before vast 
All these words are. now 
gone,  even, ferry fleet, 
pollution, Environmental 
protection, mining, forestry. 
It seems these empesized 
Words are also fading - we 
now hear them uttering 
words and phrases llke, 
Blah, Blah, Ethnic Rights, 
Blab, Blah, Land Claims, 
and more Blah, Blah, 
Language Rights. Now 
these things might be all 
fine and dandy. BUT - My 
have to learn English? Or do 
all English speaking people 
have to learn French as well 
as the Native Indian 
dialects? Then where does it 
stop? 
QUESTION GROUP Z: 
Are the .name.peH.ticia~? 
going to rove me e'rencn 
Canadians quebec, and the 
Native Indians the rest of 
Canada -or arc they goIng to 
split it down the centre and 
legitimate land claims. Also 
many areas of language and 
ethnic rights deficiencies. 
To these groups our 100 
percent efforts should be 
made to settle as soon as 
rinsible. But at the same 
time the rights and feelings 
of the rest of the veovle in 
this great country should be 
protected. 
Canada used to be the one 
country where you could be 
any colour, any religion, any 
ethnic group, and. you were 
Polish, .Ukranian, English, 
Hungarian, Portugese, etc.. 
We svoke Canadian, 
because we were Canadian 
and proud of it. We sent our 
peovle overseas to fight 
many wars andJeft our dead 
in many countries to protect 
the very thing we are losing 
here on our own doorstep. I 
ask that you look around you 
and consider carefully, what 
is happening in this country 
today and ask yourself why? 
I think it's time we had 
leaders in this country .thai 
would spend the time and 
effort o get this nation bach 
on its feet and not waste 
time dividing the people and 
provinces against each 
other. Have none of You e~.or 
wondered, how one of the 
largest countries in the 
world, with almost 
unlimited resources andone 
of the smallest populations 
of any country, can be in the 
financial trouble we are in? 
Why do we continue t01 
send people who are unable I 
to keep their own fkmilYl 
budget in line to representl 
us against some of the l
sharpest business dealers in 
the world, and still expect t0 
..get a fair deal? I think Jt'i 
time we took a hard look at 
our nation, our vellcies, and 
our people, before there is 
neither land or resources or 
rights of any kind left to 
fight over or divide up. 
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Eben bigges,t CFL, s'urprise of,year 
poor relations with club 
management. 
L inebacker  George 
Anderson--with e CFL six 
years before joining Toronto 
in 1974-- and defensive 
tackle John Kennedy-with. 
Toronto two years-- were 
also cut by the Argos. 
BRAY RETIRES 
Offensive" guard Charlie 
Bray, who played with 
Toronto from 1968 to 1973, 
retired after a tryout at the 
Argo camp. 
The Argos will be without 
star running hack John 
Harvey in Ottawa tonight. 
.The club announced Monday 
that Harvey will remain on 
the suspended list until 
Wednesday when a decision 
will he made on his future. 
Elsewhere, Montreal 
Alouettes traded Canadian 
~aUartorback Eric Guthrie to 
skatchewan Roughriders. 
The Roughriders are to 
compensate Montreal with a 
second-round 1978 college 
draft choice or first right of 
refusal on Roughriders 
defensive backs Hugh 
Gallagher, Emil Nielsen, 
Louis Clare and Randy 
Graham. all Canadians. 
The Als also traded 
veteran running back Rudy 
Florio and rookie tight end 
Steve Teller to B.C. for 
future considerations. 
for future considerations. 
Some players with slow- 
healing injuries went on the 
retirement lists and could be 
reactivated at a later date. 
Among those was veteran 
defensive back Pete 
Ribbons of Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers, who bas bean 
bothered with an achilles 
tendon injury. _ . 
Hamilton Tiger-uam had 
reduced its roster to 50 
before Monday. 
OTHER CUTS 
Other roster cuts Monday 
included: 
Montreal: Canadians-- 
R/chard Slipetz, LB; Chris 
Kotsopoules, WR, Bruce 
Wilkins, RB; Rocky 
Treleaven, K. Imports-- 
Glen Lett, DB; Larry ~Villis, 
DB; Gerry Mullahs, LB; 
Peter Bush, OG-OT. 
Toronto: Canadians-- 
David 'Rigg, DB, London, 
Ont.; Anthony Hill 
(suspended), TE; Ward 
Smith (Suspended), DB. 
Imports--Alfred Haywood, 
Eben, a veteran of nine 
CFL seasons, was an 
Eastern  Footba l l  
Conference all-star last year 
when he led all East wide 
receivers with 47 catches. 
The Argos first asked 
Eben to retire but he refused 
and was put on waivers 
Monday along w i th  10 
others, , , .  
Argos general manager 
Dick Shatto said the club 
was looking for a wide 
reciever with more speed 
and aggressiveness, but 
Eben, 31, said he believed he 
was released because of his 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
Veteran wide reciever 
Mike Eben of Toronto 
Argonauts remained the 
biggest surprise Monday 
among players left 
unemployed by Canadian 
Football League clubs. 
All CFL teams had to 
reduce their training camp 
rosters to 50 on Monday in 
preparation, for the pro- 
season scnedule which 
starts today with the Argos 
yislting . the defending 
league cnampion Ottawa 
Rough Riders. 
NHL amateur draft begins'-today 
MTNTREAL (CP) -- The 
twice-delayed National 
Hockey League amateur 
draft will be held today with 
NIIL president Clarence 
Campbell start ing the 
tekphone proceedings from 
I~ biflce at 9: 30 a.m. EDT. 
And shortly after that 
time, Ted Lindsay, general 
manager of Detroit Red 
Wings, will announce he has 
chosen Dale McConrt, 
Barry Beck or Robert 
Picard as the No. 1 selec- 
ti~l. 
Coloradio Hockies have 
second choice, followed by 
Washington Capitals, 
Vancouver  Canucks,  
Cleveland Barons, Min- 
nesota North Stars, New 
York Rangers and St. Louis 
Blues. 
Montreal Canadiens, 
using a pick acquired from 
Atlanta Flames, will draft 
10th, although they could 
pull off a last-minute deal to 
get an earlier choice. 
Toronto Maple Leafs will 
have the next two picks, the 
second as a result of a trade 
with Pittsburgh Penguins. 
The Rangers, using L~ 
Angeles Kings' first-round 
choice, will be next followed 
by Buffalo Sabres, New 
York Islanders, Boston 
Brnins, Philadeluh|s Flyers 
and Montreal. 
The Flames will get their 
first pick in the second 
round and will get acreck at 
the 28thhest player while the 
Penguins will get No. 30 and 
the Kings'the 32rid top 
choice. 
MAY PICK McCOURT 
If Lindsey is looking for a 
high-scoriug centre, then 
McCourt from St. 
Catharincs Fincups of the 
Ontario Hockey Association 
Major Junior League will he 
his man. 
During the 1076-77 season, 
McConrt had 60 goals and 79 
assists in 66 games and was 
voted Canada's o,tstanding 
Roam at Home 
l 
t 
"junior player. 
During his GIlA career, 
Mccourt finished with 194 
goals and 283 assists for a 
record 477 points. 
Picard, chosen as the top 
junior from Quebec, carries 
208 pounds on his six-foot, 
two-inch frame. In 70 games 
with Montreal Juniors of the 
Western Canada Hockey 
League's most valuable 
player and top defonceman 
~hlle helping New West- 
minster Bi'uim win the 1977 
Memorial Cup. . • 
Another top defenceman 
from the west is Kevin 
Mccarthy, who had 22 goak 
and 105 assists in 72 games 
for Winnipeg Menarclm. 
The best defenceman 
quebec Major Junior 
Hockey League this season, 
Pieardhad 32 goals and 60 from the OHA appears to be 
assists to go along with 267 Doug Wilson, -brother of 
penaity minutes. Murray Wilson of the 
Beck, six feet, two inches Canadians. Wilson hsid. 25 
and 215 pounds, is con-goa ls  and 54 assists in 43 
sidered to be one of the best games for Ottawa '67s. • 
skaters in Canadian junior sCORl~ff 60 GOALS 
hockey and was voted as the Behind McCourt, one of 
th~-topi:rated OHA forwards 
• ~ is Dwight Foster ofKit-  
chener Rangers, who 
finished with 6O goals and 83 
assists in 84 games at right 
wing. 
. Michiel 
tops 
Fonter's team-mate, Red 
Laurence, played only 35 
games at centre this season, 
managing 43 goals and 45 
ansists. 
The Quebec firepower 
during the 1976-77 season 
came from players such as 
We may have come first! 
Contrary to the usual 
premise that our Northwest 
~,oast natives came from the 
South Seas, evidence xis [sts 
in Belia Coola that suggests 
the strong posaibllity~ that 
the Polynesians actually proof. The same clues still 
came from the Bells Cools lie undisturbed and silent, 
valley! Not possible? Thor waiting for you. 
H e y'e r d a h 1, f a m e d A short distance from the 
anthropologist and writer of town of Bella Cools, 
such books as The Kon Tiki 
• Expedition, did his best to 
prove it. 
The adventure for 
Heyerdahi started when he 
was on an expedition in the 
South Seas. He discovered 
.pictures taken in the Bella 
Coola valley. Amazed, ..he 
carefully compared the 
pictures with similiar 
bbjocts found in the South 
Seas. He came to Bella 
Coola to study the intriguing 
evidence. 
He found it, and what 
i b e found convinced him that 
the natives of our Northwest 
Coast and of the South Seas 
had a common origin. 
But how did he make the 
discovery that we may have 
come first? 
There are currents off the 
British Columbia Coast that 
flow toward ,the Hawaiian overgrown path, very 
Islands. Wood from our difficult to see from the 
cnasthas frequently come to road, but how could that 
rest in these warmer seas. possibly be it? 
So could natives, either But it is. 
drifting or sailing South, The path will be quiet. As 
It would be impossible to  you walk you may keep an 
drift in the opposite eye for bears, andthe other 
on the path as you may slip direction. Add to this many in the mud that often covers 
Polynesian legends, which part of the trail. It's misty 
Those Polynesians may be 
transplanted Bella Coolans 
By Cherle Thiessen tell of a long sea voyage country, and often si lent. ,  postcard stands, no people. 
from a cold land of You'll hear the river, and Just the brooding ranite 
boulders which hold the 
clue. Imprinted on them, 
clearly and unmistakeahly, 
are the vivid, ancient 
carvings...petroglyphs so 
old that no one can trace 
their origin...petroglyphs 
that strongly resemble those 
in the South Sea Islands. 
probably nothing else. 
Probably no other voices. 
No more than half a mile 
walk and you'll c l imbup 
toward an impressive 
formation of rock. 
This is your destination. 
Still no signs, no 
admission charges, no 
Indian carving, 
schools 
Clarence  Mich ie l  
Elementary School topped__ 
the standings in over-all 
points, but Centennial 
Christian School took first 
place in the handicap 
division at the Terrace 
E lementary  School  
Association track and field 
meet Saturday. 
Eighteen records were 
broken; 10 in field evenm 
and the rest in track. 
Following are the results. 
OVERALL STANI)INGS 
Clarence Micbiel 138 
Uplands 82 
Cassie Hall 68 
Thornhill 58 
Veritas 49 
Copper Mountain 45 
Centennial Christian 12 
Parkside 3 
BOYS RESULTS 
Clarence Michiel 58 
Thornhill 33 
Veritas 29 
Uplands 29. 
Cassie Hall 15 
Copper Mountain 14 
Pa~kside 3 
Centennial Christian 2 
GIRLS RESULTS 
Clarence Michiel 80 
Cassie Hall 53 
Copper Mountain 31 
Thornhill 25 
Veritas 20 
Centennial Christian 10 
Parkside 0 
HANDICAP AWARD 
Centennial Christian 242.4 
Uplands 207.1 
Veritas 169.1 
Copper Mountain 139.8 
Clarence Michiel 138.0 
Cassie' Hall 105.7 
Thornhill 73.2 
Rain 
postpones 
match 
NOTTINGHAM, England 
(AP) -- Rain fell for the 
eighth day in a row Monday 
and forced cancellation of 
the final of the $100,000 John 
Player tennis tournament 
between Tim Gullikson of 
the United Stateb and Jnime 
Fiilol of Chile. 
Tournament organizer 
Tony Pickard said: "I want 
to get a result somehow. I 
hope they'll be able to play 
out the final somewhere 
else--maybe on a court at 
Wimbiedon." 
They might have played 
the final Sunday, after the 
semi-finals. But the weather 
stopped play for the day. 
Michel Bossy of Laval 
Nationals and J ere Gillis of 
~erbrooke Beavers. 
mountains, and the 
similiarities between many 
Polynesian words and those 
of the native Beila Cools 
valley tongue, and you have 
food for thought. 
You can see this same 
an 
unmarked dirt road turns 
off to the left. This is the 
road. No doubt you will 
miss it at first, looking for a 
sign or some such 
commercial indication of a 
tourist attraction. There 
isn't one. A friendly citizen 
will give you directions to 
get back to it. 
"If you cross the bridge 
turn back. You've gone too 
far." 
No signs. No markings. 
You'll feel every iflch a 
sleuth as you slowly drive 
along the narrow road, 
looking for "a bit of a 
clearing where 'you park 
your car and a sort of trail 
leading off." 
You'll park in the small 
clearing and hunt for a path, 
convinced you've gone 
wrong. There's a partially 
Bossy, a right winger, ap- 
peared in 81 games with 
lowly Laval, scoring 75 
goals and 51 assists for 126 
points. He has had more 
than 580 points in his QM- 
JHL career. 
RB, Bethune Cookman; 
Kerry Jackson, QB, U of 
Oklahoma; Tom Kozlosky, 
• LB, East Stroudsburg State; 
Don McGraw, RB, U of 
Houston; Thomas Mills, DB 
West Texas State; Jim 
Pooler, RB, Northwestern 
U; Bob Chess (suspended), 
OT; Wayne Baker 
(suspended), DE. 
British Columbia: Cana- 
dians-Bob Hogan, WR, 
Windsor, Ont.; Larry Giles, 
WR, Saskatchewan; AI 
Cameron, OT, U of B.C. 
Imports-Cornelius Greene, 
QB-WR, Ohio State; Pete 
3ele, DT, UCLA; Bill 
Zeigler, RB, Missouri; 
Larry Sherrer, RB, Hawaii;' 
LeRoy Hughes, DB, 
Maryland; Don Buck, OG, 
Missouri. 
Ottawa: Canadians-Jim 
McCaffery, 23, DB, U of 
Richmond. Imports--  
Charles Strickland, LB, 
Alabama; Grey Seamans, 
WR, Ottawa ~I; Petex 
Hazzan, OT, Ottawa U. 
Winnipeg: Import--Mike 
Tyson, RB, 
Saskatchewan: 
Canad ians - -  Hugh 
Galiager, DB, U of Ottawa; 
[I I| l iSport s 
OL YMPIC REVENUE 
Small countries 
get bigger cut 
In 7 ~- games this year, PRAGUV (AP)" Moreot 
Glllis had 55 goals and 85 the television revenue from 
assists and helped the the OlymDic Games is to be 
Beavers to the QMJHL givento small countries to 
p l~f  title, train and ecluip their 
best forward athletes, under a plan 
available from the WCHL discussed by Olympic lead- 
appears to be New West- era Monday. 
minster's Mark Lofthouse, a The In ternat iona l  
six-foot, one-inch right Olympic Committee, which 
winger who had 54 goals and zegius .its 79th s~. sion'.he~ 
58 assists for 112 points this Wednesday, may shell out 
season, up to a million dollars a 
year. 
Centre Ron Areshankoff The plan was given pr0vi- 
from Calgary Centennials 
~o~sbe drafted after 51 siuaal approvalby the IOC's 
and 42 assists this tr ipart i te commission, 
which includes represen- 
Montreal and Innabmck last 
~esar and expects to net at 
ast $16 million from 
Moscow and.Lake Placid, 
N.Y., in 1980"" 
One-third of the money 
goes for the administration 
of the IOC, one-third is 
shared among the 28 
federations ~ and one-third 
goes to the national com- 
mittees. 
Until now the national 
committees have had their 
share in the form of 
coaching courses and 
administration schol- 
tstives of the 133 national arshipa, organized by the 
Olympic committees and IOC's solidarity program. 
the 26 international "Now, in addition to the 
federati6ns" which control solidarity program, wehepe 
the Olvmnic sports to make diroct grants .~ 
~h~.~n-~ takes al~out one- countrieathatneadfinane~u. 
thir" -d- -of-..tho, televialoB o.help,;', said Giulio. Oenestl~ 
revbiiu6 from the Games; It Jtaly,, coordinator ~of;,?,he 
collected $1o million from solidarity program. 
Guthde to Riders 
year. 
MAY RISK PICK 
Some clubs might also 
risk a selection of three 
ayers from the World 
key Association who 
signed as under-aged play- 
ers two years 'ago.. ~ . 
Mark Napier, a 50-gual 
man for Birmingham Bulls 
and John Teneili, who had 24 
o~ls for Houston Aeres, 
played for the OHA's 
Toronto Marlbores. Gerdie 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Montreal Alouettes sent 
Canadian quarterback Eric 
Guthde to Saskatchewan 
Ronghri.ders in a Canadia_n 
Football League trade 
announced Monday. 
The Roughriders of the 
Western Football Con- 
ference are to compensate 
Montreal for Guthrie with a 
second-rennd 1978 college 
draft choice or first right of 
refusal on Roughrider 
defensive backs Hugh 
Gallngher, Emil Nielsen, 
Louis Clare and Randy 
Graham, all Canadians. 
In a separate move, the Treleaven. 
Eastern Conference 
Alouettes traded veteran 
running back Rudy Florio 
and rookie fight end Steve 
Teller to the WFC BHtkh 
Columbia Lions for future 
considerations. 
Montreal reduced its 
roster to the 6o-player limit 
by cutting defensive backs 
Glen Loft and Larry Willis, 
linebacker Gerry Mullane 
and offensive lineman Peter 
Bush, all Americans, as well 
as four rookie Canadians-- 
linebacker Richard Slipets, 
wide receiver Chris Kotso- 
~ilkiUlns, running hack Bruce 
na and kicker Rocky 
Roberts, a defenceman with 
New England Whalers, was 
with Vidoria Cougars of the 
WCHL. 
Whether NHL teams 
would touch these players in 
view .of the current 
negotiations with the WHA 
on a possible merger is 
anyone's guess. 
NHL clubs must pay 
$1,000 for eft the selected 
player signs with the 
drafting team, the club pays 
an additional f4,068 and then 
~5,000 more for each 40 
games in which the drafted 
player performs in the NHL 
during a three-yesr period. 
TERRACE MINOR 
REGISTRATION 
SATURDAY JUNE 18, 1977 
CLARENCE MICHIEL GYM 
FROM I :00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. 
Cost is $25.00 per boy or 
$55.00 for a family of three 
or more boys. 
Registration is for boys born between 
the years 1970 and 1959. 
Parent or guardian must register boy. 
If out of town on this date 
have a friend register your boy. 
Only ONE registration will be held. 
REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT be accepted at a 
later date as has been done in the past. 
PAGE AS, THE HE _RALD, Tuesday June 14,.1977 
With two games in against seven losses. Tonight, Rod's meet 
band, Houston Bees are Houston has a 7-1 tht sColts at Kerr-Rotary 
holding a two-point lead record, while the Red's Park in Terrace for the Red '-s over the 1976 champion are . .  In third position first offour showdowns. 
Terrace Red's in are the Glaciers with' In other action, 
Bulkley Valley Baseball five wins and only one Smithers travels to 
League action, loss. Moricetown to battle the" holding o, Hatmt°n moved aheadRed,s  and Smithers Moricetown Cuba hold Grizzlies. 
down fourth place with T h u r s d a y ,  
Glaciers by tramping eight points followed by Moricetown Cubs meet 
t h e M o r i c e t o w n Terrace Colts who won Smithers and Hazeltcn 
second Grizzlies 5-1 and 21-0 in a double-header last 
Sunday. 
The thrashing left the 
Grizzlies in the league 
cellar with one wm 
two on the weekend to visits the Grizzlies, 
bring their record to 3-7.  Sunday, the Glaciers 
Hazelton Braves are come to Terrace against 
two points up on the the Colts while theRed's 
Grizzlies with a 2-6 are away .to 
showing. Morioetown. 
ALCALA DOUBLE WINNER 
Montreal manages,. 
3-2 w,n over Astros 
HOUSTON (AP) - -  
P i t cher  Santo Alcala of 
Montreal Expos had two 
reasons to be happy Monday 
night--his wife presented 
SIX-MIN U TE MILE jk~ ~ertliflagson h~el~,~l ie~i~ 
preserve a 3-2 National 
• League baseball victory Virginia hog farmer °'~'~]~H&u~t°¢nh~°'eshitbal 
shatters walking record JYi~~v~rheunhe~°'~r t ° A s  Alc~da head.  for the
SEATTLE (AP)  - -  Nine consult with Martin Rudow After a few pointers from 
flays ago Virginia hog and to compete in the Rudow, he zeroed in on the 
farmer Todd kully Jr,, national 20-kilometre world mile record of 6:06 
sneaked into town and championship of the held by Roger Milk of 
walked away almost unno- Amateur • Athletic Union England. 
ticed with a world record for (AAU). kully walked it in 5:59.2, 
the mile. Rudow, c i rcu lat ion becomcng the low gear 
At West Seattle Stadium, manager of The Weekly counterpart of Roger 
in the privacy in which his newspaper here, is a former Bannister, who was first to 
kind compete, Scully race walker, a oertifled break four minutes in the 
became the first man to walk judge and reputed 'mile run. 
shatter the enceimpo~ible expert on the heel-toe duck That same evening, all 
ha~ ~ six minutes for a waddle that distinguishes w~thin four hours, he also 
nme- -wauung. ,  the sped. bettered , the. American 
• It couldn't hal~Pea co a PROFITABLE VISIT walking record fo r  3,-000 
hungrier lookmg hog The visit exceeded metres and two miles. To 
farmer. Scully's expectationf, loosen up for those races, he 
At age 28, SCUlly is 5-test- After qualifying for a hadgone out in the morning 
10 Inches tall and, at almost smn mer ..tour of. E~ope, for a 12-mile walk. 
125 pounds, looks as though inczuding rue woria wauung 
he had his last square meal championships inLondon in DIFFERENT BREED 
at 27. September, by walking the .Among track and field 
Souliy did not come to fastest 20 kilometres--1~-.4 athletes, walkers are a 
Seattle xpressly to etch his miles--ever by an American breed apart. Most once were 
name forever into the on Unlted States oil, Soully runners who couldn't run 
annals of race walidng. He decided to stay a couple fast enough. SOUlly was one 
was lured by the chance to extra days. of them. 
Games boycott could 
be averted: Trudeau 
LONDON (CP) -- Prime "However, it still must be Canadian students at ~ 1 
Minister Trudeau. said sli0wn to other people." Souls College. 
M o n d a y t n a c ,, He lOft as the conference 
Conummwealth. leader~:.. He...said ~the, -.accords... continued'to pursue debate 
here..,-have.- shaped ..... • -.reached during a :weekend- ..bn. economzc relations 
communique designed to at the Gleneagles Scottish between rich and poor 
headoffa boycott of the1978 golf resort, is "not very countries, which Trudeau 
Commonwealth Games in different" from Canada's instituted last Friday. 
Edmonton by black African traditional stand on the' Trudeau's' pecial adviser, 
members, issue of racial eontact in' Ivan Head, m to act in his 
The prime minister told sport. It contained, he said, absence. 
reporters theywould have to "condemnation fapartheid TALKED WITH DESAI 
"wait to see the final ingeneral." ~udeau also held a 90- 
communique" to be issued Trudeau made his minute weekend meeting 
when the cenforence nds with Prime Minister 
Mark Lemong~o, 1-10, on I didn't worry. I relaxed and 
run-scoring singles by Tony' just pitched." 
Perez and Andre Dawson Kerrlgan, pitching in his 
and a sacrifice fly by Gary . fourth game in three nights, 
Carter. preserved Alcala's victory 
Lemongeilo'e loss made • after loading the bases. 
him the first pitcher in the He sa idhe struck out 
National League to lose 10 Howe on an outside pitch 
games this season. "that sank pretty good and 
"All 'the time I worry 'he  went for it." 
when I pitch," said Alcain, "The three-and-one pitch 
who came to the Expos after to Boswell was the toughest 
the season start~l from pitch of the game," 
Cincinnati Reds. "Tonight I Kerrigun said. I thought he 
justeaid,'ffyoubeatmeyou would take it. It was a 
have to hit my fast bali' and borderline pitch. It could 
showers, he got a phone call 
from the wife of Expo [ 
Once, as a freshman at .shortstop Peps Frias, who ' ,Standing 
Virginia's Lynehburg told of the new member of 
College, for laughs, ~udly the &eals family, sv THE CANADIAN PRESS 
enter~lamilewalkunawas The ca]] came about the National League AMERICAN LEAGUE 
disquaUfied for getting too time Kerrigan, the ever- East • AB R H Pet. 
many feet off the ground at worked Expos reliever, was w L P~. GBL Ca.w, Men ~ ~ 44 9o .3n 
once. Two weeks inter he saving Arcala's second chi ,w 36 19 .655 - -  Flsk, Bos ~ 1~ 45 67 .349 
entered a 25.mUe walk. victory of the season since Pittsburgh 32 12 .93 3~/~ BOlIor, Tar 43 153 27 °$6 .344 
"At 28½ miles, I lost my joining the Expos. St. tools 33.24 .579 4 BOsfock~ MIn 56 20~ ~S 69 .:~D 
legs. I collapsed/' said "I don't• know anything Philadelphia 31 25 . s .  6 SlngJ,~on, E~I4S 167 2S 55.329 
Scully, who helps his father except that I have a son," Montreal 25 31 . ,6  11v/~ Fairly, Tar 45 150 20 43 .320 
run their hog farm at Big Aleala said. " I  didn't even New York 25 33 .431 12V~ Soclerholm, Chl 
.Island, Va., While .studying .know my wife was going to • . " 43 17~ 25 55 .320 
,for d doctorate ' in  human the hospital," , • ;.. ' i 'W'act " Poq~Mte, KC431S420 ~.31e 
per formance  at V i rg in ia  ' The Expos had settled Los Ange, es Z 'Z  .M4-  M~mson, NY $3 211 35 57.31a 
Polytechnical Institute. comfortably into a 3-0 lead, Cincinnati 30 27 .s~ 7 Burleaon, 8o652. 221 22 70.317 
However. while in the the result of a five-hit spree San Diego 27 ~ .43~ 13 D~bleP-Lemon, Chicago, 17; 
Army, he said, " I  stert~, in the fifth inning, when San Francisco 25 34 .434 13 I~:Rae, Kansas City, 17. 
taking 'in seriously." H~ Cruz really pulled Houston Ho, st~ 24 35 .4GO 1#/~ Tdpk~--Car~,  10; Cowens, 
finished 29th in the 1976 back into the game with a Atlanta 22 39 ".~1 17 Kansas City, 6. Home Runs--Zlsk, Chicago, 
Olympic Gamesin Montreal two-run homer over the 16; Hlsle, Mlnnnota, 15. 
in the 20-kilometre walk. right-field fence in the Results ; 
Scully competed last eighth with one out. NATIONAL LEAGUE 
weekend in the national Ed McEnaney then New York 7 Atlanta 1 ~ G AB R H Pet. 
Cincinnati S Philadelphia 4 Trlllo, Chi $4 191 29 70.364 AAU meet in Los Angeles. relieved Alcala. McEnaney Montreal 3 Houdofl 2 
There, he won with the 5,000- .walked Willie Crawford and Parkw, Pgh $4 221 43 79.3S7 
metre walk. In competition,, yielded a single to Joe Toniohfs Games'  Velentl., MiI$O 205.26 70.341 
Soully has worn the same Fergason. Expos manager New York at Atlanta N Luzlnskl, Phi 49 188 31 64.340 
pair Of shoes since 1968. Dick Williams then brought Philadelphia t Cincinnati N ~.off, Stl 49 135 16 45 .331 
"They cost $17." he said. on Kerrigan, who wnll/ed Montreal at Nou=fiz N ~anne#, Poh $3 198 20 64.323 
Chlcqo at San Diego N Ternplefon, StL 
"They've been patched and Cliff Johnson to load the st. Louis at San Francisco N 52 223 43 72 .323 
resoled, bases. Pittsburgh at Los Angalea N ~orales, Chl S2 186 21 60.323 
"Got about 5,008 miles on Kerrigan escaped the Simmons, StL$3 191 34 61 .319 
'em. I think they've got inning by striking out_Art 
about 150miles left. Howe and getting ~.en 
Boswell on a harmless "When they're gone, I'm 
going to have 'era bronzed, gronndout o second base. 
llke baby shoes." . Kerripn, who picked up his 
fifth save, retired the side in 
, ~rder in the ninth. 
Jays " ' SCORES IBIBEE The Expos scored three runs in the fifth inning off 
Houston starter and loser sign 
four [ 
" wa" " have gone either ~.
Cruz saw little good about 
his two-run homer, his 
fourth of the season, all in 
the Astrodome. 
"It didn't make an:y 
difference did it?" he said. 
"We lost the game 
anyway." 
But for Alcala, .the 
evening was a double 
pleasure. 
"Tonight it was two happy 
times." 
Rose, CIn 57 223 43 71 .318 
Doubln--Cromartle, Mon. 
trial, 22; Reltz, St. Louis, 20. 
Trlplos--Wlnfleld, San Diego, 
6; Brock, St. Louis, Mumphrey, 
American League 
East 
n W L Pet GBL 
Boston 33 24 579-  
New York 34 26 .567 h 
Baltimore 31 26 .544 2 
Milwaukee 29 31 .483 5h 
Cleveland 24 29 .~3 7 
Detroit" " 24 31 .436 8 
Tor()nta 23 32 .418 9 
West 
Minnesota 34 24 .585-  
Chicago 31 26 .544 2h 
California 28 27 .509 4h~ 
Texas 27 27 .500 5 
Kansas City 28 29 .491 5h 
Oakland 27 29 .482 6 
Seattle 25 37 .403 11 
Monday Resulls 
Texas 3 Cleveland 0 
Boston 5 Chicago 4 
Kan~s City 8 New York 3 
Tonight's Games 
Texas at Cleveland N 
Milwaukee at Baltimore N 
Chicago at 'Boston N 
Toronto at Detroit N 
Kansas Ci~ at New York N 
California at Minnesota N 
Oakland at Seattle N 
Rtms Battdlm~-Cay;'S2; Bur-; Runs Bailed In--Hlsle, 54; 
ro~hs, $0. Rudl, California 47. 
Stolen Besea--Taveras, Pith- Stolen Basas--Remy, Callfor- 
Imrgh, 27; Cebell, Hotmton, 23. St. Louis, Templefon, Almon, nla, 22; Patek, Kansas City, 17. 
P i tc l t ln l  (6 decisions)-.- san Dlego, eachS. Pitching (6 dacislons)--Tan:~,, 
Denny;St/LOUIs,: 7;1, ;l~S~ Rau, :~., I tUt i "  :Rum~-Burrobghs, • ;At.~ana, California;.*;te.b;,.833; QIs- 
Los Angeles, 6-1, . if/. lanes, 15; Foster, Cincinnati, h'o, Milwaukee, 7-2.778. 
Strike~ts--Rolim, Mantreai, Cey, Los Angeles, Smith, Los Strlkeoats--Ryan, California, 
92; Nlekro, Atlanta, U. Angele, each 1,1. 1.$3; Tanana, 10L 
i 5 -4  I Boston downs Ch cago 
remarks during a 15.minute TORONTO (CP) -- By THE ASSOCIATED out before Fisk lined his Beniquez and  Bert Montreal Expos edged 
Wednesday. meeting with reporters Morarjl Desai of India on Toronto Blue Jays PRESS single over the head of Campan~is hacked Bert Houston Astros 3-2. Both 
"The text is acceptable to prior to leaving for Oxford bilateral issues. , announced Monday •they Carleton Fisk's single centre fielder Chet Lemon, Blyleven's four-hitter as Houston runs scored on Jose 
Canada," Trudeau Said. where he is to speak to "Mr. Des al seemingly have signed four players over a drawn-in outfield .sending Burleson home with Texas Rangers defeated Cruz's fourth home run of 
wants to get close to the picked in last week's major scored Rick Burleson from the winning run. Cleveland Indians 3-0. the season in the eighth 
spirit of Mr. (Mohandas) ~a~t.ue baseball free-agent third base in the bottom of The victory, cou ploetl with . Jerry Koosman held inning. 
l~ned~i, ~ru~u~i .  world . , New York Yankees . leas' Atlanta to just four hits and 
to Kansas City Royala, batted in two runs to lead 
moved Boston into first New York Mete to a 7-1 
the 10th inning, giving 
Boston Red Sex a 5-4 Amer- Lions release Signed were right-handed Jockey killed However, they did not get pitchers Scott Gregory from lean League victory Monday 
into details on Canadian- 'Pules Verdas State, Calif., night Over Chicago V/hits place in the At, East. National League victory V I L L A M A R I A, 
imposed sa feguards  and Jack Hollis of Sex. " ' George Brett slammed a Over the Braves. Koesman Argentina (AP) -- Jockey 
tworan homer and Darrell struck out 10 and walked Luis Alhei'to Romero of nine players 
COURTENAY, B.C. (CP) 
- -  British Columbia Lions 
released nine players 
today--including highly- 
rated imports Cornelius' 
Greene and Pete Pete--in 
reducing their Canadian 
Football League roster to 50. 
Greene, a _qtmrterback- 
wide recelver from Ohio 
State, and Pele, a defeuslve 
tackle from UCLA, were 
among six imports let go by 
head coach Vic Rapp at the 
team's training camp 
i~and~.usriers on Vancouver 
Other imports released 
were running hacks Bill 
Zeigler of Missouri and 
Larry Sherrer of Hawaii, 
defensive back LeRoy 
Hughes of Maryland and 
offensive guard Don Buck of 
Missouri. 
Three Canadians--wide 
receivers Bob Hogan of 
Windsor and Larry Giles of 
Saskatchewan, and of. 
fensive tackle Al Cameron 
of UBC--also were let go. n 
Greene, who led the 
Buckeyes to the Rose Bowl 
in 1976, started out at 
_quarterback with the Uons, 
~t  was switched to wide 
receiver when his arm 
didn't stack up with imports 
Jerry Tagge, Gary Keithley 
and John- Selarra. 
Sciarra was the UCLA 
~/o~lterback in the Rose 
when the Bruins heat 
Ohio State. 
Pel t  a 250-pound Samoan, 
dropped out of UCLA with 
one year of eligibility 
remaining to join the Uons. 
B.C .  plays its first 
exhibition game Thursday 
in Vancouver against 
Saskatchewan Roughriders. 
Not 
yet 
ATLANTA (AP) -- Ace 
righthander Tom Soaper of 
New York Nets said 
Monday that, as far as he 
knows, he has not been 
traded by his National 
League baseball team. He 
says he wants to be traded 
because of differences with 
M. Donald Grant, Mets 
chairman of the board. A 
statement released by the 
Mets and signed by Grant in 
New York, said it "is still 
trying but has not yet com- 
pinted a satisfactory deal at 
this time.". 
,Briefs 
Johncock 
satisfactory 
MILWAUKEE (AP) -  
Gordon Johncock, who 
suffered neck and head 
injuries in Sunday's Rex 
Mays 150 mile cham- 
pioaship ear race, remained 
m satisfactory condition • 
Monday. A hospital 
spokesman it was expected 
Johncock, 40, would be 
released today or 
Wednesday. He is wearing a
neck brace, the spokesman 
said. 
concerning the use of 
Canadian uclear materials 
and teclmical knowledge. 
Itwas up to the officials of 
the two countries to look at 
safeguards details, Trudoeu 
said. 
Referring to relations 
with Desoi, Trudeau said he 
is optimistic. 
"He  seems concerned 
about he danger of nuclear 
proliferation and doesn't 
want to contribute to it in 
an&way." 
nada has broken off nu- 
clear aid and sales to India 
in the aftermath of that 
country's explosion of an 
atomic device. 
New Zealand Prime 
Minister Robert Muldoen 
declined to outline the 
formula worked out at 
Gleneagles on the Com- 
monwealth Games. 
Muldoen said he thought 
"we had a very astisfaetory 
solution to what could have 
been a very difficult 
problem." 
Carry 
Torch 
TRAIL, B.C. (CP) .-  
About 200 amateur athletes 
from, this southeastern 
British Columbia city 
Monday helped carry th~ 
torch for Canada Day 
celrebrations through the 
community. 
The Canada Relay ran- 
hers passed through here 
about 11 a .m.  and were met 
by a large reception of local 
perscQs. 
The torch is scheduled to 
arrive in Ottawa on July I, 
carried by 16 runnels from 
Victoria to the capital. 
University of New Mexico; Burleson walked to open 
.second baseman Ralph the inning. After Rick Miller 
Wheeler of University of reached base safely on a 
Houston, and infielder fielder's cho ice , -both  
Richard Hertel from runners advanced on a wild 
Hacienda Heights, Calif. pitch and Jim Rice was 
The four were assigned to intentionally walked to load 
the Blue Jays farm club at the bases. 
Utica, N.Y., in the New Rookie La.n~y Anderson, 
York-Penn League where the third Ch.lcngo.]pitcher z 
the season opera next week. got Carl Yasvrzemsm m mm 
Porter drove home 0am' 
runs to lead Kansas City 
over the Yankees. It was the 
Royak first visit to Yankee 
Stadium since' they lost the 
1976 At, championship 
series .on. a alnth-!n~p_g 
hei-~-nm in the fifth and 
•final game last October. 
Home runs by Juan 
three w~le getting two hits 
in four trips to the plate 
himself. 
Dan Drlessen homered to 
lead off the bottom of the 
ninth, lifting Cincinnati 
Reds to a 54 victory over 
Philadelphia Piz~itcs. • 
Santo Alcaia gave up six 
hits in seven innings as 
Conners, Evert top seeded 
LONDON (AP) -- Jimmy 
Connnrs and Chris Evert 
were given the top seedings 
In singles Monday for the 
100th all-England lawn 
tennis championships at 
Wlmbleden. The tourney he- 
gins June 20. 
Conners, the American 
ace who is the world's 
rankiug player, was seeded 
ahead of Swedish star Bjora 
Borg, winner of last year's 
Wimbledon crown. 
Marlins Navratilova, the 
Czech defector who now 
lives In Dallas, was ranked 
second in women's ingles 
behind Evert. 
Blllie Jean King, the six- 
lime Wimbledon winner who 
is attempting a comeback 
after being sidelined with 
knee surgery, was seeded 
fifth in women's ingles. 
The remainder of the 
men's seedlngs included: 3. 
Guillermo Vilas of 
Argentina, 4. Roscoe Tanner Other. women's singles 
oftheUnitedStatos,5, Brian seedisga were: 3. Virginia 
Gottfried of the U.S., 6. Hie Wade of BritaIn, 4. Sue 
Nastase of Romania, 7. Reul. Barker of Britain, 5, King, 6. 
Ramirsz of Medco, 8. Vitas Resie Casals of the U.S., 7. 
Gerulaitls of the U.S., 9. Betty Stove of the 
Dick Stockton of the U.S., 10..Netherlands, 8. Kerry Reid 
AdrianoPanatta of Italy, II. of Australia, 9. Diaune 
Stem Smith of the U.S., P. Fromholtz of Australia, 10. 
Wojtek Fibnk of Poland, 13.. Mima Jausovec of 
Phil Dent of Ausir~dl~, 14. Yugoslavia,. 11. Francoioe 
Mark Cox of Britain, 15. Bob Dun" of France, 12. Kathy 
I,utz of the U.S., 16. Harold May of the U.S. 
Solomon of the U.S. 
Forego 2nd biggest earner 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Forego became the second 
b iggest  w inn ing  
thoroughbred in history 
Monday with a close, but 
easy victory In the $53,750 
Nassau County Handicap at 
Belmont Park. 
The throe-time Horse of 
the Year got home by only 
.half a length In front of CO 
Host, but Bill Shoemaker 
rode the big seven-year-old 
gelding as though he never 
had a doubt at~ut what the 
outcome would be. 
Norcliffe, owned by 
Charles Baker of Toronto, 
was third. 
Forego's time for the _l~- 
mile under 136 POUndS-- 
from 12 to 28 more than his 
six rivais--wns 1:481-5 and 
the first money of $32,250 
boosted his career earnings 
to $1,771,107. He passed 
Round Table, who earned 
$1;749,869 and continued to 
close in on money-winning 
leader Kelso, who picked up 
$1,997,896. 
MUTUEL  CLERKS 
STRIKE 
beeause of alleged incidents 
concerning three super- 
visors. 
Forego, as usual, let 
others cut out thepace and' 
loL~d_ along In fifth place 
~inrn~.he b gan a move on the 
Then, with what was loft 
of a crowd of 12,964 that had 
turned out expecting to bet, 
cheering him on, Forego 
charged-down the home 
stretch four horses wide and 
There were no parimutttel gained his fifth straight 
returns beeaase ofa mutuel victory and third of this 
clerks' strike that hit" year. 
Belmont Park earlier in the The next start for Martha 
day. It involved the Gerry's champion is 
suspemion of two clerks expected'~ be the l¥,-mile 
Suburban Handicap at 
Belmont Park on July 2. 
Co Host, part of• a Jack 
Dreyfus entry with Group 
Plan, was ridden by Eddie 
Maple and carried 110 
pounds to his runnerup 
finish, which was by a neck 
over Norcliffe, 117. 
Norcllffe got the show by a 
half-length over Domino 
Stable's Wise Philip, the 
lightweight at 108. 
Com~l~ting the order of 
finish were Turn and Count, 
Group Plan and Dr.Emil. 
General King, Harbor 
Springs and Festive M oocl 
were scratched. .' 
Argentina was killed .when 
he fell off his horse during a 
race Sunday, police said 
Monday. He apparently was 
trampled by his horse after 
he fell. He was still alive 
when taken to to hospital, 
but died later. 
VULCAN 
MACHINERY& 
EQUIPMENT 
LTD. 
Cowart Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C~ 
Phone: 564-010] : 
IOffers You: 
TREE FARMER 
KOEHRING., ANTAM 
BOMAG 
LOED 
HYDRO.AX 
C.S. JOHNSON 
Contact: 
Garry Curtis 
Sales Representative 
Clearwater, B.C. 
• 'Phone: 674-9692 
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$40,00. sanlur Citizens $20.00 per 
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1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 • 
Lozelle Avenue. 
Terrace Dupllcate' Brldge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday nlght at 7:30. Play wlll 
be In room 4, CaledonTa High 
School. All brldga players ar~ 
Invltsd to attend. For 
partnership or information 
idm~e 638-735& (cff) . 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill. 
Elementary School, 7:15 .p.m. 
New members Welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No 
1820, Terrace, B.C.' Meeting 
field every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 638.~41. (off) 
, , TERRACE635-6357 ](ITIMAT 632-5706 
14. Business Personal' 48. Suites for Rent 49. Homes for Sale 
I I I I - m  
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUClE 635.2188 
AutJlorlz;ed 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
! (Ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD.  • , 
Refrigeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
58/6 or 638-1231. (ctf) '. 
I I 
B&B & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
or phone 
635-3689 
• Tel'race, B,C. 
(ctf) 
' SAVE DOLLARS ' 
On factory - rebuilt engines cell 
Sears today for cenlplete in- 
formation. Do it yourself or 
installation arranged. Fast 
delivery. Put it on your Sears 
Account. Phon~e 635-6541. 
(c4,9,14,18,1,6,11,16,22,2) 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
R.V. Parts  & Auto 
Parts .  Auto repai rs .  
American and Import 
Cars. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East ! 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
IHCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at ~' 
In the Skeena Health Unit. Fo, Class A Electrical COn- 
mere Information phone 635• tractlng. Free Estimates. 
2847 or635.3023. Phone 638.5876or 638-1231. (ctf) 
ALCOHOLICS 19. Help Wanted 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Spturday. 
Phone 
-. ' - """" 631-1021 ";' "~:  " .~' 
635-7423 
Terrace Taxi-635-2242. (dr. 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be Automotive and Industrial 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, counterman. Experienced 
Terrace, B.C. prefered but will consider 
training opplicant. Apply New 
I 
3;3. For Sa le  Misc. 
I 
For some real barge/as In used 
women's and children's 
clothing, household items and 
gays see the selection at the 
Kitimat Workshop at 660 W. 
Columbia St. at Rlverlodge. 
Open 9 tO 4 week• 
days...donatlons welcomed. 
(elf) 
Terraoe 
Equipment 
Sales Ltd. 
SALES 
SERVICE 
~ l l~_~i l~ l l  PARTS 
036-0U4 
4630 liroi| Avi 
HILLSIDE LOOGE For Sale: Older rental unit for 
44S0 Uttle Avenue sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping Good location. Priced to ~ell. 
units, centrally located. Puffy Phme 635.9411. (stf) 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
dayorweek. Non-drinkers only. 51. Business Locations 
Phone 635.6611; (off) 
01inton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studl, 
or 1 bedroom apartments 
Security enterphone. Phone 
6U-1032 
or 
c, 636-4321 
Office for rent. Phone 635-2600 
days or 635-6937 nlghh~. (¢-15) 
I 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
'1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
For rent July 1st, 2 bedroom 
suits. Frldge and stove. Can- 
trally located. No pets; 635.9471. 
(sff) 
• I 
• CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
493 i  We lsh  Avenue 
• Su i te  113 
truck of samewlth good engine, 
635-2603. (cff) Near town sleeping room tel 
TAXI DRiVERS rent. Reasonable. Phone 635- 
Full tlme, part time. Class 4 Wanted' -Jlelf.loadlnn Inn 4013. (c-off) 
licence _,~Bc[.~-IxlJic¢:.~l~errrdt~:: salvlie trtCk. Arlts :giving:full -:.' 
required. Contact manager, 2 bedroom apt for rent, $125 
Coledonla Suppliers, Box 1450, 
Fort St. James. Phone 996.8284. 
(c.13 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
6ulldozing, basement digging,. 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
rote-tilling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
1973 Honda 350 CC. 3400 miles. 
Phone &lS-3635 after 8 pm. (p) 
13) 
|O IPMEIff 
|HLES 
635,6384 o,.,. Tmace 
33. For Sale- Misc. 
1 Brentwood 12.14 cu. yd. 
Dumpbox. 1975 mobile hoist. ~ 
pump and P.T.O. $3200. Phone 
635.2789; (c.12) 
,~nartlculars to Box 2303, 
Ithars or phone awnings, 
846-5598. (C-0,9,10) 
For sale; one s~ve. Good 
condition. Phone 635.5363 after 
6. (ctf) 
Law 
Talk 
possible employers. And N~-mally, you c~t't very 
since you will almest car- well be available h,~" work if 
tainly be interviewed you are attending school. 
For Saie: NCR" Cash Register,'8 
department total, ~ recon- 
dltloned, very rellable 'type of 
machlne. Winderland Gdneral 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635.4636. ctf 
Manager 
52. Wanted to Rent 
For Sale, weaner pigs. 635. 
2403. (eft) 
For Rent: Ground floor com- 
mercial o~; office space. 
Lakelse. Phone 635-4925. (ctf) 
Wanted to rent immediately; 
By GORDON l lMY  
A philosopher once 
claimed that, "Bureaucracy 
is a giant mechanism 
operated by pygmies." He 
wasn't talking ,specifically 
about Canads Unem- 
perseeallybytheUIC, i t isa But sometimes the Cam- 
goad idea to keep notes on mission will permi~ you to 
everything you do in your attend special training 
Job search. The onus IS on courses with the co- 
you to prove that you are alteration of Canada 
p loyment  Insurance  actively looking for work. Manpower. Make sure, if 
Commission but he might You can work while you you want to clsbz U.I.C. 
have used even stronger collect benefits. Anyth/ng whlleatascbaelm trainin~ 
language if he had ever tried you earn over 25 percent of course that it IS one you are 
to figure out how long his your weekly benefits will be referred to by U.I.C. under 
UICelalmwangoingtolnst. deducted from your section 39 of the Unem- : 
Your claim starts on the J , I Terrace, B.C. a 4 bedroom house'wlth some ' Unemployment Insurance plo~,.,ent Insuranct ,,Act. : Terraoe, Re 635-7056 acreage, fireplace, garage, Sunday of the last week in cheque. Remember that you Many people, ac- a shower, preferably with a w~c~ you worked. O1" the ascot  be wor~[]~ full tinle cotd i~ to l~c~l ,  '~sve 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suitos washer and dryer hook.up, Will ~day  of the week i l l  Which and looking for a Job been re|dead by Ma.pewer 
for rent. Frldge, stove, give references. Please phone 
:Spot Cash for Used Furniture. drapes, carpet, rec area, 638.4357 and leave name and yOU make your initial clako simultaneously. . and UIC offldal~ 
/~ntlques, all useable Items. sauna end I~OI table, wits The Furniture Stall i securlty enterphone ant number. (~)  for benefits (whichever is MacLean cites me them they~l be a l l ,h ie  f~" 
538.3202 elevator. Al~olutely no pets. the later). It lasts through example of an unemployed [ (ctf) . Wanted to rant camper or three consecutive stages university teacher who ~ they go to a certain 
• For ~le 1# fiberglass boat trallm' for first 2 weeks In July• which follow each other reported that he bad been 'It's "time some UIC and 
with trailer and 45 HP Chrysler 3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. Phone 635.4396. (c -13)  automatically. Thele~h of managing his own, Manpower off ic ials were 
outboard. For further In~ •Full basement, 1V= baths, half these stages varies greatly profltlaes bookstore while sued for nogl ipnt adv[cel" 
formation ca, ll 635.47,,08 after block from schools, S minute 57. Automobi les ~ ancordin~ to the number of collecting benefits. The UIC " H Manpower and the UIC ' 
pro. (p.10) ,walk from town. Suitable 'for weokB worked, the national decided that since his time often give conflicting advice 
' families. SZS0 per mon)h. 6. I~  For V~ ton pick-up. Good and regional levels of was taken up running the at least something is being 
SELLING " month.lease. AI~IY Suite 100 condition. PHone 638-12"/3. (c. unemployment, and how bookstore he was not done about the ~roblem. 
Hay --  Straw ~53o Scott. (~)  IO) convincing you are to UIC available for work. He was Tony Strachan, a UIC in- 
Western & ," . . . . . . .  , officials in your job search, dlsent|Ued, or cut off. fermaUen officer in Van- ; 
• 1971 Vega, 3-speed sfonderd~ The calculation8 are You can go to schoolwhile couver, says that Canada 
English Tack Suites for Rent on,y 47,000 miles, $1100 or best complicated in any• case, collecting unemployment Manpower and UIC wil l  
Grooming Equipment offer. Phone 635-3433. (P- and even the professionals insurance benefits, but here seen be Joined together 
~35.5617 Keystone  Cour l  I0,11,12,13,14) .at the UIC use computers to too you have to be careful, under the same roof• 
(ctf Apartments. Office Nag: figure it all out. One thing is 
2-4611 Scott. One, 1975 G.M.C., short box, 4x4, certain, you cannot receive 
38 Wanted Misc. and three bedroom' sliver and maroon colour, roll benefits for more than fifty. 24  TO DATE 
- bar, and extras. Phone 438.8691. 
" - "  Three  more f i res  apartments. (cft) Once you have filed your Wanhld to buy.~ lg00 c.c, Mazda or  Courier angina or 635-5224 New 335Cummin| Block wlth claim yOU Can expect your 
first cheque in the fourth 
cam followers• SIS00.00. AlSO week. That is, according to the weekly fire repo . The Forest Ranger also 
geed condlgon 8x40 foot In. 
sulathKIvanfrallerS3000. Phone the gloomy suggestion fthe the Prince Rupert Fo.rest keeps check on the newly 
632.3821• (p.10,11,12,13,14_) Nat ional•Ant i -Poverty .  ,lYmtrictfgr thaw~ending~ plaatedferests,,A~n~dtttude~. 
' "  , . . . .  Oq~nniZ6tib~, " i f  you have .,June ~9,;-I~7,. :-'JL~,re~ ;~w-.,~)~ dism/tm's: i 'aol~.qR~'f~ ''':'~ 
per month. Frdlge and stove. 1M6Dodptruckwlltrwonden completed your forms ae- fires were reported in the unusual weather-b~fiaviour 
Also I bedroom h'altor, aSS per omW. In good running con. cura~.ly and are lucky", district his week making a to insects and disease can 
month. Table and clair, frldga dltlan. 638.1027. (c-11) Even ff you have establlahed total of 24 fires to .dfte.. At prevent a plantstioa from 
Wanted;'Tontthetsleape 41O . end stove. Westsrhoff apt. your claim, your problems thibdate last year mere nag becoming ahealthy forest. 
6 ~peoplv. AlSo .camping Nelson Rd, New Remo.63&6~04. For sale 197:! Chev Impala are not over. been only 19 fires. Of the Early detection and prompt 
eqt~ipmontallingooclcondlton. (c.I0,11,12,13) • cuslom 2-dr. hardtop. Good Accord~ to Vancouver three new fires, one near con'ectivemeasmresaretbe 
condition. Also for sale 1973 Lawyer Allan MaeLean. Houston was started by a surest way to save a plan.. 
Phone 635-9323. (off) For Rent (Twin Apartments). ~sda pickup. 635-3741. (p10) '°I~ie single greatest cause smoker. Air tankers had to teflon .from imoending 
of problems is the fact that be called in to hvlp hold the doom. Wanted tobuy: Clean 12 ~ wlde 
Knight trailer 2 or bedroom 
furnished or unfurnished. WILL 
PAY CASH. Phone 638-1095. (p- 
10,11) 
For sale: Vlto Clarlnefte. 
Would like $1~0 for It.. Phone 
anytime at 632-3976. (p.9J0,11) 
PareMs 
In Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving construdive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone .Mary or 
John - 635.4419 or Jane - 635. 
4607. (ctf) 
.. 63.5.6782 
Kermode Four Wheelers (ct.f) 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
'month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For' 
further information phone 63S- 
34~. 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O'.R.P. TE | | i [~E 
(Ladles of. the Royal Purpl~) - 
'Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Farewell service for Rev. Don 
Lewis on June 19, 11:00 at Knox 
United Church; followed by a 
luncheon at noon. ( P.- 
7,8,9,10,11,12,13) 
9• in Memoriam 
In'loving memory of our dear 
mother and Grandmother 
Constance Lofeudo who passed 
away June 10, 1960. 
In our hearts your fond 
memory lingers 
Sweetly tender, fond and true, 
Ttm'e Is not a day, dear 
mother, 
That we do not think of you. 
ever remembered and 
Bdiy missed 
The Lofeude families 
: (p-10) 
14. Business Personal 
Put your skills as a housewife 
into earnings. A Protesslonal 
Homemakers course will be 
held 'In Terrace. 
Register Now 
For further Intormatlon call 
63&8138' 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
Ioblesa. Phone 635.4538, 3238 
Kal~m. (off) 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work~ 420JD. 'Land. 
soaping, backfilling, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 638.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
Wanted to buy; iackplne logs. 
Phone 636.2603. (off) 
Wanted, a rear .end for 68 
Mercury I/a ton. Phone 638.8276. 
(ctf) 
Flowering almonds, flowering' 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad seledlon of flowering & 
ornan~ental trees, shrubs & 
e~ergreens parflcu;erly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY 
where ~ou'll find "~The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive In Terrace. Open 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Closed Sundays. 63S.2603. .  
I 
T ~, , 
39. Boats & Engines 
Price Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to .3 p.m. X 
marked • $20 per 1000 bd. ft 
Economy $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(dr) 
For sole 17' 1974 GJesfron with 
85 HP Mercury outboard, 
trailer and accesso~'les. Phone 
638.1879. , (p.18) :~ 
2 bedroom furnished duplex. 3 
rain walk from downtown. Coil' 
at 3314 Sparks or Phone 63~ 
2039. (p.9,10) 
49. Homes for Sale 
HOBBY, i=~,R-:/~ . . . .  
12x86 mobile home~ and 12xS6 
Cooslgn your. car, trdck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
EMerprlses Ltd. 
638-4373 
OL 00605A gft 
complete addition c~ainlng 3/' 1973 RX3 Stotlnnwegon In 
bdrms, fireplace & wall to wal l  good condition. Phone 635.5826 
carpet on v= acre on school but after 4. (p-13) 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, "large 
garden aree,'small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 435. 
• between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
"qnds. (sff) 
For Sale: 3' bedroom house 
with utility room. Fenced and 
landaceped with garden plot. 
Low taxes, near schm)h Priced 
1O sell at 126,S~). Phun3 635.2S06. 
(p-$,9,10,11,12,13,14) 
Family" home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscaping, 
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. (off) 
For salp 24 ft and 29 fl 2 bedrooms' upstairs, 1 
plywood ~nd fiberglass flat bedroumbasementsulte, nlcely 
bottom river boatsJ 1 Trailer trood lot, closetodowntown and 
and motor wlthelat. Also rabbits schools. Phone 635-4161,' (p- 
for sale. Rhea 63.5.3265. (P- 9,10,11,12,13) 
9,10,11) ' ' 
L . FOR SALE:" 
41. Machinery for Sale 3bedroummodulerhome, 
Reconditioned Ford fre~or/ Full basement on 2 acres 
836,900 
winter chains, overhead loader, Phone 635.3469 
bucket and blade. WlI~ throw In or 
stone boat iand hay, rake. 679.3~61 ' 
81750.00, or Offers. Phone 635. (ctf. Ju, Jul) 
6785 after 4 pm. (p.13). 
For sale 4 bedroompnoor new 
47. Homes; for Rent house, with rec room;" Phone 
' 1 after 6 pm, 635~3559. (c. 
Home for rent. Furnished 2 1,2,3,4,6,8,14,16,18,19,22) " 
bedroom In t0wn. Olde.r type, 
Ideal for 2 working mon.!S200.00 * • 1,200 Iquors'ft~, 3I)edr~oms, 
per month. 4512 Lazelle. iPhone, fireplace, excellent location, 
635.2680. (ctf) • ~ low taxes, beautifully lend- 
48. Suites for Rent,  
2 bedroom basement .suite, 
close to town. Frldge and stove 
Included. Available Ira. 
mediately. 635.2360. (p-10) 
L f 
3 bedroom suite for rent with 
frldge and stove. 8185.00. Phone 
638.1646 or 63S.7802 after 6 p.m. 
(C-14) 
acepad, lerpe fenced beck yard. 
Asking $37,500. Phone 635.4021. 
(p-13) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split.level, 3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter home. 
Owner eager to sell. Make an, 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112.562.6651 
or 635.7353 to view. (ctf) 
14 OedBe Sportsman Van. 
Under 20,000 miles. 310 
Aufomatl¢./P.S., P,B., Phone 
638.48~. (c.le) 
1975 Comet GT. 22,~0 mllea. 
H~i l  and radial tlrss. Phone 
635-4865• (p-8,9,10,11,12} 
1972 Toyota Cellca; 4 speed; 
Nwer assisted brakes; radio; 
tach; good clean condlt0n; 
S1650,. or offers. Ph. 635.3410. 
(eft) 
1974 
MallOu Cleesic 
Excellent .condition - $0,000 
miles. Radial tires, P.S. full 
wheat covers, cleble ~hebd 
lights. 
Phone 
435-9582 
(ctf) 
many people assume that 
they are automatically 
enUtled to collect unom- 
ployment insurance, Just 
because they pay the 
premiums." MacLean has 
handled a number of UIC 
cases. He points out, "You 
must be out looking for 
work; it IS not good enough 
to sit back and let work 
come to you; you must  
attempt to find it on your 
own": (This decs not apply 
to sick or pregnancy 
benefits.) 
You are exPected to 
register at a Canada 
Manpower office and ac- 
tively keep in touch with 
them. You should be 
checking want ads and 
57. Aut0mobiies 
Transfers- Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ctff) " 
58. Mobile Homes 
For sale 12x66 3 bedroom 1975 
Glendale Elmonte troller sat up 
in Timberland Trailer Park 
• 1913 Vega Hatchbeck. 32,000 with 2 Ioey shacks and covered 
miles. Metallic green, radio, 3 patlounfurnlshed, wlll furnllh If 
speed manual, Bosch IIgMs. -desired. Phone 635.7645. (c.19) 
best offer. Phone 638. 
1~I after S pm. (p-7,9,10) 
19/3 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick.up, 1970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun pick.up. Call 63S. 
6636 or view at 260~ skeena St. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1976 Okaqagan 
Camperand 1974 Chev P.U with 
454 CID engine. "must be sold 
as one unlt."Reduced for quick 
~le. Very cleanS& well looked 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cromer St. after 6 pm. (ctf) 
. . . . .  , I 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1968 Mercury IS0 Tandem 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
635-7838 
ctf 
Fully furnished double wide 
mobile home with 3 bdrms, and 
1v= beth. Situated on one acre 
corner lot on Gagnon Rood, 
New Remo. Asking price 
826,000. Phone 635.3279. After 6 
pm. (p-14) 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 63S.5817. 
(ctf) 
For sale by owner. Adjoining 
waterfront on Sandsplt, Queen 
Charlottes. Ideally'located e ~cl 
beeutiful view. And furnished 3 
bedroom home on I/2 acre lot, 60' 
mobile home on 1/2 acre, glassed 
In porch. For more Information, 
call 637-5371, or write Box 51, 
sandsplt. (c.11) 
66. Rec, Vehicles 
For sale 1973 Scamper, 
tandem axle travel trailer. 19', 
fully self contained. Can be seen 
In Terrace. Call 636.2270. (c.12) 
fire until fire crews could 
complete the guard. This is 
just another example of how 
one carelessly discarded 
eisarette can cost several 
thousands of dollars in 
asTl~ ourmforests. 
is the third in the 
series on the Reforestation 
Division. We will concern 
ourselves here with the 
reforestation activities at 
the Ranger Distr~t or grass 
roots level. 
The Ranger District IS the 
field district. Here the 
facts, figures and pieces of 
paper translate themselves 
into trees, roads, logged 
areas and the very en- 
vironment i self. 
sing and protecting that 
iroument from harm is 
the' Forest Ranger's 
primary function. Re- 
ereati~ the environment 
for the benefit of man. 
It is the Forest Ranger 
and his staff, whose studies 
will show if a lofted area 
will regenerate a new high 
quality forest by itself or if 
artificial measures need be 
taken to replace the forest 
that, once was. 
It is the Ranger's function 
to 'note that an area 
probably will not regenerate 
naturally and that he area 
should be prepared either by 
mechanical means or by 
burning to receive the 
fragile new plants of the 
next forest. 
During good crop years 
the Ranger staffs locate and 
monitor the developing cone 
crops. When and if it 
develops they' then hire the 
necessary personnell to pick 
and bag the crop. 
In normal years 
reforestation sctiviUes can 
take up 50 Per_ cent of the 
summer working time of a 
Ranger District. The 
summer season passes 
quickly with the tasks of 
planting those tre~s be is 
directly reeponai~le for, 
putting in quality control 
plots m all the trees planted 
~wl/ether by the cov~panies, 
contracts, or by himself. 
Enjoy our Forests. 
Always be careful with Fire. 
If you do spot a fi ~'e in the 
woods, please 4o not 
hesitate to report it. 
Remember Zenith 555§ IS 
toll free and manned 
hours a day. 
Too Late 
to Classify 
CONFIDENTIAL 
SECRETARY required 
immediately to Manager, 
Federal Business Development 
Bank, Terrace. Duties Include 
ixeperation a d malnt mance of 
confidential staff :'ecords; 
internal accounting ~unctlom 
and some supervislor. Typing, 
dieta~one and shorthand akilla 
required. Excellent staff 
benefits and working condition. 
Salary Commensurate with 
experience. Please forward 
resume to undemot~ address 
or telephone Mr. Kar~ asheff or 
Mr. Cousins at 635.4951.8A.M, - 
4 P.M. for appointme:~t. 
4548 Lakeloe Aveme 
Terrace, B.C., 
VSG IP8. 
(c-14) 
Certified 
PRE-SCNOOL SUPERVISOR 
Required tar children with Spec ia l  Needs  
Position open Sept. let. Apply In wr i t ing to: - Ms. 
Jennifer Davies, Executive Director, Child 
Development Centre, 172 3rd St. K l t lmst ,  B.C. 
# 
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TP,e Wizard of Id by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
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A,  X .~ 
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"7o ~ T~ I ~ ANP ~U~ P~T P l~/ J  
Tumbleweeds Tom K. Ryan 
' 113 I~I~P, lvA"~"TH'~ 
by johnny hart B.C. 
Crossword 
by Eugene Sheffer 
ACROSS 39 Small mg 2 Eskers 20 Headgear 
l Carbonated 40 Swiss canton 3 Saucy 23 l~gal wrong 
beverage 41 Flowers 4 Ascends 24 Large lake 
4 Armadillo 45 Coffin cover 5 Football 25 Henpecks 
l The Ittrnel 40 Strict dis- kicks 26 Stiffly 
IZ Avail ciplinerian 6 A caliph formal 
I I  Govern M A dye of Islam 27 Verdi opera 
14 French Sl A cheese 7 Began 28 Roman road 
~klfrlend ~ Eggs again 29 Joke 
11 Cocktails 53 Assess 8 Mother (L.)  32 Percussive 
17 Bu l ru~ $4 City in 9 Lprge b i rd  instrument 
Ig Painter Iowa I0 Trouble 33 Famous 
I!  Indian M A weight, II Head of the operaUe 
~1 Ronun in India fairway soprano 
.bronze DOWN 16 Pope's 35 Son of 
Valuable 1 Cougar triple crown Odin 
ftw Avg. solution time: 24 rain. 36 Imitation 
:N Couples gems 
I l ia muffin 
' smu~ one 39 Girl's 
31 Miss name 
Haywo, dh G Grandson 
of Adam ~l l ' s  
43 Frenchman's' 
33 Excessively dream 
44 Asterisk . 
14 ~ IAILI, I IDIRI, IFIT[~IOIOIDI 45 Common 
Cl~'s  value 
M Heeds 6 - ] 4 47 Ignited 
M To torture AnswEr to yesterday's puzzle. 49 Fortify. 
F" ' 
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O~ N.  I BY ~'I"ANPlN~.Yp_J.LIN~ AND 
' 1~ k ~ ' ~ "  " 
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A 'chie ,o 
, S'3 
~oeu.,- ov :z WEeS O~,v ~,  I 
I ~,~ ~ ~"~'/' )I 
by Bill Kavanagh & Hal Camp 
~"-1[ SEE WHEREq'I.~ 
i:S~t NI-S,',urtLE TL'S~ ,aRE 
• - ; - , , : : :  
Bringing up Father 
THAT'5 HER UNCLE, 
ALL m~HT-Z ~ 
~Nl~_ LL. H~; PIPE I-" 
IMy UNCLe ~w~)  WON~r POLLU~ 
I iS COMiNe ~ X~le WHOL~ HOUSS 
I OVER FO~ ) "7  wrH THAT ~. 
L A VISIT- . j r  | SMELL~ P IPE)  
I '~ ~"~ 
Boner's Ark by Addison 
HEAR HIM AT }l 
i 
II 
Make sure you enj('y all 
these comics, every morning 
Get the daily herald 
delivered to your home 
Phone 635-2877 (Terrace) 
or 632-5706 (Kitimat) 
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Cryr)L,)quip 
NBB ' EL J JDAM HNAEDV HFTTDJ  
T JGK N VMGBFH KFALDM 
YeStord~y's Cryptoqulp -- LOVERS LOVED A SERENE 
SERENADE. 
1977 King Features Syndicate, Inc.' 
Today's cryptoqulp clue: G equals O 
'llte Cryptmpdp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
used stands for another, If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
• and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
Vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
Your individual 
, Horoscope 
,I 
.: Frances Drake 
• i F  OR TUESDAY, with those concerned and 
" calmly iron things out. 
P"  " 1 ~ 14; IS ' / ' /  SAGrrrARIUS ~_~i .  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
• .i Don't negate past fine efforts 
• ARIES " ~V~r-~ through carelessness. Attend to 
(Mm'~ 21to A~. 20) - -~"15  all affairs in a quite, 
Pep up the dWkult" areu; dispassionate manner.Personal 
~mforsm'er fflcimcy; study relationships hould prove 
others' methods to note where rewarding. 
they could apply to your CAPRICORN l~ l ' t~ ,~ " 
Mhmtlo,. (]Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vd~-d r 
TAURUS }-(,c-.~ Look to others for suggestions 
(Apr. ~) toMay 21) ~ try too much --help, too. Don'  
Old fashioned conunon sense by  yourself or reject ideas 
will be needed in making ~mmarily, for the sake of 
decisions. Sd~-relisnee, plus a delight in personal 
ca'tMn mnount ~ flexibility, achievement. 
will also boost your Mocl~ AQUARIUS ~ 
G~iN I  W,, ,~-"  (Jan. 21 toFeb. 19) "~'T~g/tt 
(May 22 to June 21) " " "~ . There's a tendency now to 
: Where you can step up ira- take off on tangents or useless 
petus and momentum ~ a¢- ventures unle~ you keep your 
tivity, don't hesiteto: There's ~ on immediate objectives. 
much to accon~ new. Just Press for efficiency. 
one admomUou: Don't ov~lcok ~ X~" 
dotalis. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
CANCER Delay may the rule 
(June 22 to July 23) O~)  seem rather than the Excepticn. Work 
If not owx'm~ous, you can to eliminate the caus'es ef defeat 
make xtnordluary fpdns now. and disappointment before the 
Careful thought and con- effects et in. 
• Mdoratlm ot past procedures 
will give you dkecUon. YOU BORN TODAY are 
LEO • _n . - - *~ Inmglnative, brilliant of in- 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) v~q~ tellect and dexterous of hand. 
. Simply benefle solar in- Your versatility and love of life 
flueaees ahould help you put, are outstanding, but you must ' 
,over win'tirade plans now. learn to curb tendencies toward 
Some d~es  may have to be hypersens i t iv i ty  and 
-made, but they will prove restlessness. You are idea~ti¢ 
; profitable in the ling run. and always aim high, butyou're 
VIRGO I ~  net a daydreamer. I!1 fact, you 
(AUg. 24 to Sept. 32) - -~  abhor idlenessan~ once you've 
A g_o~l tlme to develop a chosen the career whlch ap  
• dormant ~de~, to repeat an old peals to you most, will spare no 
. -strat'~ywhm tqb~ fML Don't effort o roach the top-- which 
yield to h~rat lm In ANY you usually do, since you are a 
situstio~ Keep yeur eyes on a realist and your goals are 
~olden future, always within the realm of 
(Sopt.24 to Oct. 23) JflL.~'~ i~b/ l l ty.  Fields in whichyou 
could attain your greatest 
You inky face some complex ~ s :  writing, theatrical 
, situaUom now, some unex- direction, music, journalism 
peeted obstacles, so anticipate (as reporter or editor), 
them-- but with c ~  aed research; inthe businsss world, 
ii~ ~di ~ I~k~ ~ dealer in corn- 
CAN cope. modllles. Birthdate of.. Harriet 
SCORPIO M.~t~'. Beecher Stowe, author of 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 23) "v r / l~  "Uncle "Tom's Cabin"; John 
DMermces e~ opinion need Mccormack, singer; Burl Ives, 
not result in rifts. Get t~ethar theatrical e~tortainer. 
t 
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